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& Showers<' 
" d nday will be outlv and 
armer with showers 
likely, high in the 40s. d 
University Board 
UB bringin_g enertainment 
to Eastern. 
Headin' Home 
More Eastern students 
are heading home. . 
page 38 
~~won~t '1elp salaries 
----
at Eastern and other 
ois universities can be almost certain of 
tuition increases next year, faculty and 
may not get thelO percent salary hike 
want. 
Although the Illinois Board of Higher 
ucation included salary hikes of 10 percent 
its fiscal year 1990 budget requests, Gov. 
es R. Thompson only included enough 
oney for salary increases of "up to four 
ent" in his $1.5 billion higher education 
get. 
Thompson presented his $21.8 billion state 
udget, which includes a $115 million 
ease for higher education, to the General 
sembly Wednesday. 
Richard Wagner, IBHE executive director, 
·s pleased that the governor's budget will 
vide a substantial increase for higher edu-
ation. "But, I must point out that this 
· crease averages only 3.4 percent per year. 
ver three years," Wagner said, which is less 
than an annual inflation rate of about 4.5 per-
nt. 
"In a nonnal year, this would be a very 
od budget. B\U after two very difficult 
ears, we could '-ye used more," said Ross 
Hodel, IBHE deputy director. The IBHE had 
requested $2.9 billion for the fiscal year 
beginning July 1. 
"If the legislature approves the governor's 
proposed budget, no tuition increases will be 
necessary," Hodel said Thursday. He said the 
IBHE will meet Tuesday to make realloca-
tions based on Thompson's budget. "Faculty 
salaries is definitely one area we will have to 
make cuts in," Hodel said. 
He said the IBHE had hoped to provide a 
' 
Making a ~ 
new budget t~ 
- - -------
The Illinois 
Board of Higher 
Education has 
revised budgets 
for the five BOG 
universities to 
match Gov. 
Northeastern Illinois University 
1989 appropriation - $38,345.7 
1990 BOG request - $43. 7 46.4 
IBHE recommends - $44,358.2 
Governor's budget - $41, 142.3 
Increase over 1989 - $2,796.6 
Chicago State University 
1989 appropriation - $29,644.8 @1990 BOG request - $34,262.8 IBHE recommends - $33,689.7 
Governofs budget - $31,568.8 
Increase over 1989 - $1,924.0 
James R. 
Thompson's 
proposed 
allocations. 
Governors State University 
1989 appropriation - $20,980.9 
, 
1989 appropriation - $54, 772. 7 
1990 BOG request- $64,047.0 
IBHE recommends - $63,054.5 
Governor's budget - $58,618.0 
• • increase over 1989 - $3,645.3 
-/'~'\ 1990 BOG request - $23,847.5 ! j ~ i IBHE recommends - $24,229.9 
Governor's budget - $22,391.0 
- Increase over 1989 - $1.410.0 
Eastern Illinois University 
1989 appropriation - $44,592.1 @1990 BOG request - $53,443.9 IBHE recommends - $51,803.3 
Governor's budget - $47,936.5 
Increase over 1989 - $3,344.4 
SOURCE: Illinois Board of Higher Education Graphic by CRAIG EDWARDS I Administration editor 
five percent cost-of-living increase and an 
additional five percent increase to "gain 
ground and catch up with other states." 
"We'll still be able to provide a good cost-
of-living increase, but unfortunately we'll 
still be behind other states when it comes to 
faculty salaries," Hodel added. 
president of the University Professionals of 
Illinois Local 4100. Vogel said although uni-
versity professors don't expect to wealthy, 
they are getting tired of making sacrifices. 
And that's a fact that worries Mitch Vogel, 
"Most professors are going to take this as 
another insult and not just a lack of money," 
Vogel said from his Chicago office 
Thursday .. 
Blood drive misses 
goal by just 167 pints 
By TONY CAMPBELL _ --<<::: 
Staff writer ~ c;A"" ' ..> 
Eastern 's blood drive missed the 
goal of 1,600 pints by 167 as the 
drive concluded Thursday. 
The number of donors 
Thursday was 433, which was up 
compared to Wednesday's total of 
298, but the last minute surge still 
wasn't enough to meet the goal. 
Red Cross workers saw 492 peo-
ple come in to donate, however, 
59 were deferred for various rea-
sons; bringing the final total to 
1,433. 
Steve Richards, chair of the 
blood drive, said the large number 
of donors in the first two days and 
the rapid decline on Wednesday 
was an unusual development. 
"Usually the drives start off slow 
and ·build," Richards added. 
spring blood drive had 1,689 pints 
collected, and the goal was 1,550; 
while Eastern 's fall blood drive 
fell short of the 1,550 goal by 57 
pints. 
Rumohr said she was pleased, 
though, because the number of 
first-time donors was. up. There 
were 276 fi_rst-time donors for the 
spring blood drive. "We couldn't 
have done anything without the 
students help. They've been 
great." 
JACKIE WEBER/Staff photographer 
shman Carmen Teif! donates blood during the last day of the Red 
ss Blood Drive in the Union Ballroom. Despite the efforts of 1,433 
donors, the blood drive missed the goal by 167 pints. 
Vickie Rumohr, Red Cross 
blood service consultant, said she 
doesn't know why the goal wasn't 
met. "It's hard to put your finger 
on, but I'm still very happy with 
the turnout today." 
"It's strange because spring is 
traditionally a better time than 
fall," Rumohr said. Last year's 
Nancy Lederer, Red Cross col-
lection supervisor, said a jump in 
the number of donors is typical on 
the last day of a drive because the 
people that were nervous decide 
to come in or are talked into giv-
ing. "There is always more reac-
tion from the people on the last 
day." 
. Ir \ 
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EISCCAP 
protests 
dump site 
By MIKE YOUNG 
Staff writer 
E~tem Tllinois Students and 
Community Concerned AbouT 
Peace (EISCCAP) has focusectrts 
-efforts southm Charleston and 
joined a group protesting the con-
struction of a low-level radiation 
waste dump site in Martinsville. 
EISCCAP has donated to and 
continues support of a Martins-
ville-based group Concerned 
Citizens Against the Dump, EIS-
CCAP President Ron Keller said. 
Concerned Citizens was 
formed in January, 1988 to 
inform the public of the negative 
aspects of having the proposed 
low-level radiation waste dump 
built in Martinsville, which is 
about 30 miles south of 
Charleston. 
Keller said EISCCAP Is echt-
cating themselves about the situa-
tion. "We send different people 
(EISCCAP members) to the 
Martinsville town meetings and 
we read everything we can get 
our hands on." · 
The monthly meetings feature 
one speaker from the Illinois 
Department of Nuclear Safety 
(IDNS) and one from Concerned 
Citizens, and a chance for tho~e 
attending to ask questions. 
Keller· also said EISCCAP has 
sent members to meet with Bill 
Wieck, the head of Concerned 
Citizens. 
"We 're following the lead of 
Concerned Citizens. They're the 
ones running the show," Keller 
said. 
EISCCAP wants to stress -how 
important it is that Eastern be 
concerned about having a low-
level radiation waste dump site so 
close to home. 
"The dump can and will affect 
us almost as much as it will affect 
those in Martinsville," EISC-
CAP treasurer Harlan Aldort said. 
Keller said there are many 
transportation possibilities close-
by and some of the waste is 
bound to travel through Coles 
County. Illinois Route 16, Illinois 
Route 130 and Interstate 57 all 
run through Coles County. 
"We really don't have the facili-
ties to deal with an accident," 
Keller said. "There has been no 
experience with that around 
here." 
Keller said EISCCAP wants to 
talk to the Charleston mayor and 
city council and the Coles County 
board about making the county a 
nuclear-free zone. 
We would like for it to be ille-
gal for waste to be in the county 
if it is not produced here, Keller 
said. 
• continued on page 6 
EPA .,sues brewery 
BELLEVILLE - The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is suing 
a Wisconsin brewing company, charging its operation there polluted city 
sewers, but brewery officials said Thursday they will defend the charges 
vigorously. 
T_he lawsuit says G. Heileman Brewing Co.'s Stag Brewery, which 
operated there until August, discharged wastes without adequate treat-
ment into Belleville's wastewater system for nine years. 
LaCrosse, Wis.-based Heilman faces up to $37 million in fines if 
found guilty, said Anne Weinert, an EPA environmental engineer. 
But Randy Smith, Heileman's vice-president and general counsel, 
said the brewery never released unauthorized or dangerous wastes and 
contracted with the city to have its wastewater treated through a munici-
pally owned treatment plant. 
Smith said the city's treatment plant, not the brewery, was responsi-
ble for the release of the wastes. 
"Nothing alleged in the complaint indicates Heileman was polluting 
the city water. It was strictly a municipally owned treatment plant," he 
said in Wisconsin. - _ 
"It's really ~situation where you have the EPA coming in 1989 in a 
matter they say may have been a problem as. early as 1982. Well, wher-
er was the EPA then?" Smith said. 
Get your comedy 
routine ready 
Coming: Wed 
March 8 at 7p. m. 
The Eastern News 
Missing officer-baffles Army 
FRANKFURT, West Germany 
(AP) - The U.S. Army' said 
Thursday it is baffled by the dis-
apperance of a "good, clean-cut" 
American soldier who had access 
to classified information and van-
ished near the East Germany bor-
der. 
An Army spokesman, Lt. Col. 
Jake Dye, said there was not 
enough information to say if 
Spec. 4 Michael A. Peri had 
defected. Dye acknowledged a 
portable computer was missing 
from an intelligence office where 
Peri worked. 
Peri, of Laguna Nig1,1el, Calif., 
has been listed as "absent without 
leave" since he failed to show up 
for" work Feb. 21 at the 11th 
Armored Cavalry Regiment in 
Fulda, 65 miles northeast of 
Franfurt. 
Two days later, officijtls 
searching for Peri found his U.S. 
Army vehicle undamaged near 
the border town of Obersuhl, 
about 35 miles northeast of Fulda. 
"Peri was authorized to drive 
the vehicle and had logged it out 
properly," Dye said. 
Stars and- Stripes, the Army's 
unofficial newspaper, quoted Dy 
as saying "the circumstances o 
that vehicle being found so clo 
to the border are definitely suspi 
cious." 
Dye told the Associated Pres 
later the newspaper was putting · 
"a little too strongly," but h 
didn't deny making the statement 
Peri worked as an electronic 
warfare signal specialist and w 
responsible for operating equi 
ment that identifies and locate 
non-communication signals, sue 
as radar. 
Jackson backs proposal to save S~Ls 
WASHill!"GTON (AP) ;- Jesse 
Jackson. blaming "buccaneer 
bankers" for the savings and loan 
crisis, backed a liberal coalition's 
proposal Thursday to require 
institutions to commit money for 
low and moderate income hous-
ing as a concession for an S&L 
bailout. 
The plan also would include an 
increase in the top federal income 
tax rate and fees charged to finan-
cial institutions to pay for the 
multi-billion dollar shoring up of 
the savings and loan industry. 
lt'srnoie 
than music ... 
it's away 
of life. 
"We applaud President Bush 
for addressing the crisis rather 
than simply ignoring it as his pre-
decessor did," Jackson said. "But 
we believe his plan to bail out 
buccaneer bankers is not ade-
quate." 
Jackson's Rainbow Coalition 
organization was one of about 
100 groups, including unions, cit-
izens' groups, churches and polit-
ical groups who are supporting an 
effort called the Financial 
Democracy Campaign to promote 
an alternative to the administra-
tion'~ plan. 
The coalition's plan 
establish a national housin 
finance administration, financ 
by banks, savings and loans an 
other financial institutions, pro 
viding below market interest rate 
on loans to first-time homebuye 
and to developers of low an 
moderate income housing. 
The plan would pay for th 
bailout of the troubled - thrif 
industry through contribution 
assessed on the financial industry 
including on money market funds 
PARTY! 
US Concepts 
Comedy 
Competition 
._....,..,..........._ 
TIL YOU CAN'T 
SPIN YOUR WHEELS 
Show off y9~r ~ 
minute ro·utine & · 
win a trip to 
DAYTONA 
·., .. · ·· ~ftldai1jdii ....  . -· ' •-r: .  " . 
- ~tikw~~-~ ... ,,... ....... ~_....~ ... ---- .. 
... ·"ANYMORE.! 
~ .~~ <tffEN CAtL ::· US . ·a . WE'LL 
·SPIN OURS RIGHT TO YOUR.DOOR 
.... :: ."' ~t..-~·~'haydl.~l..iU:)l' .... 11 , •, +--~"-\· --4~4~ 
* See comedian 
Jerry Seinfeld 
*Get free snacks 
*Win T-shirts · 
Coming Wednesday 
TONIGHT! March .3 
Coleman Aud. Room 120 
6:30 & 9:00 Adm. $1.00 
JIMMY ·JOHN•s 
GOURMET SUBS 
-weLL BRING ._. TO YA .. 
o~~ Eastern News 
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A~Il 
-Oetta Sigma Pi 
Professional Business Fraternity 
Congratulates Its Members 
on their Academic Excellence 
Ann Huff 
Sandy Walle 
Kathy Gajewski 
Terri Foederer 
Kathleen ~tack 
Janetta Webster 
Deric Cramer 
Bev Everitt 
Wendy Gillespie 
~ 
Sandi Boecker 
3.5 and above 
3.0 apd aboye 
Jeff Peterson 
Gary Rachford 
Nichol Marino 
John Sloan 
Holly McHugh 
Glenn Strieker 
Tracy Jones 
Brad Arnold 
Lance Masters 
Becky Davis 
Greg Eilerman 
Barbara Taylor-Dzi 
.• '.•', 
t -· J . ' ~ "' • • 
Friday, March 3, 1989 · ' L "'I" ':f':l'll*'''". ,. ... -3A·· 
II-time taxi now serves Charleston -
i service, an inherent part 
t cities, has made its way 
leston to service the local 
ts and students. 
"The driver is in the cab in ~Charleston most of the time," 
Wright said. "It's a matter of 
instant service for us to be there 
for anyone who needs us." 
ker Top Cab, based out of 
n, now provides a full-time 
located in Charleston to serve 
ston residents and Eastern 
ts more efficiently, said Bill 
t, the owner of Checker Top 
ood drive 
help out 
cal needy 
Ave., to 
leston's needy. 
Club members are asking stu-
, faculty and Charleston resi-
to donate "two cans of food 
a $2 donation," which will go 
the Charleston Food Pantry, 
d senior Linda Hunter, the 
"ology Club co-president. 
"Everybody's real excited 
The service, which began Feb. 
20, 'received no requests the first 
day, but Wright said about 10 
calls per day are now handled by 
the Charleston cab. 
Checker Top Cab will take cus-
tomers anywhere in town for a 
flat rate of $3.50 between 7 a.m. 
and 5 p.m. and $4 from 5 p.m. 
Dance Fever 
until 6 p.m. during the week and 
on Friday and Saturday, Wright 
said. On weekends, the service is 
available in Charleston until mid-
night 
Wright said he anticipates a 
good deal of weekend business 
from Charleston because of the 
university. 
"I was advised students would 
use this kind of service on the 
weekends," Wright said. "It's an 
intelligent thing for students to 
use this kind of service rather 
than get a DUI or something." 
Much of Wright's busi1;1ess is 
within the Charleston/Mattoon 
area, but \\'right said his drivers 
will go wherever the customer 
wants them to. He added that ser-
vice to the bus or Amtrak station 
is very popular with students. 
Checker Top implemented ser-
vice within Charleston to expand 
business and to meet market 
demands. Residents can now call 
a Charleston phone number, 348-
5454, to get in touch with 
Checker Top Cab. 
" Making local runs within 
Charleston from Mattoon cost too 
much money for the customer and 
we lost money, too," Wright said. 
With four cabs, a van and six 
full-time drivers, Wright said he 
is prepared to meet the demand in 
whatever market is open in a pos-
itive way. 
"It's our goal to answer all of 
the calls within 15 minutes," 
Wright said. "Since we're the 
only cab service, it's a matter of 
ft ~ 
MICHELLE ZAWIN/Staff photographer 
ut it," Hunter said. "It's a 
to start at least," in helping 
less fortunate in our commu-
' she ad$fed._ . .. _ _ 
The food drive will be held 
w because it's right before 
ter, she said, and people may 
Junior Fashion Merchandise major Missy Wolfe practices in tlreMr:Afe·e-blalJ:c£, 
~ --- --
more inclined to help out now 
this time of year. Although the 
iology Club only has between 
to 20 regular members, about 
people may help with the food 
·ve, Hunter said. 
Anyone who is unable to take 
d to Ike's Little Campus 
"day may leave donations in the 
ciology Department in 
leman Hall room 334, Hunter 
"d. 
In addition to the food drive, 
Sociology Club holds other 
"vities for its members to pro-
te awareness of social prob-
The club tries to have guest 
ers every semester with top-
including drug abuse, domes-
vio l ence and child abuse, 
ter said. 
"People in the college commu-
need to be made more aware 
there are people in the world 
s fortunate than they are," 
ter said. 
FRIDAY AT 
THIKSTY'S 
2.00 
•Live D.J.'s 
•Shooter bar 
•6 Pool Tables 
•New Pool Room Bar 
•Lots of Fun 
cross from Post Office 
·~L~~2.Nsoffer~t .~~~~~~' mmre1a~n,!~en~p~w~.~~ ~ .. ,~"it 
Staff writer the Expo. Kevin Cannon, assistant direc- really helps us tremendously if 
Rives said that the workshops tor of the Housing Office, will they're pre-registered." 
The Fourth Annual \;Yomen 's 
Expo and Health Fair scheduled 
tor Saturday will offer a new sec-
tion specifically devoted to 
teenagers. 
Sandy Rives, coordinator of 
the Expo, said the demand for the 
teen division was great. "Last 
spring, after the last Expo, I had 
some rural mothers ask if I would 
do this." 
The teen division of the Expo 
will be entirely separate from the 
women's section, Rives said, 
adding they are doing some "fun 
things" for teens. 
The Women's Expo, which is 
one of the biggest events for 
women in East Central Illinois, is 
held every year as an outreach 
program for women, Rives said, 
adding the Expo is for women of 
all ages. 
A total of 40 speakers will pre-
SATURDAY AT 
THIKSTY1S 
Live Rock & Roll 
With 
RUOMORS 
Great Instrumentals 
and Vocals 
Good Dance Music 
PITCHERS 
__ $2.5() 
~. \,:: l \;. \. ... 
See related story in 
Verge, page 38 
offer a wide range of topics 
including getting a business start-
ed, time management ·and nutri-
tion questions. 
The most popular issues which 
are discussed in workshops are 
learning how to manage time and 
dealing with guilt, Rives said. 
A supplement to the Expo will 
be the 1989 Women's Financial 
Concerns Manual, said Rives. 
Rives said the manual is basically 
a reference and informational 
guide for women. It contains sec-
tions on personal finance, careers 
and business, financial planning 
and women in the workplace. 
The teen portion is divided into 
three major s~ctions. Rives said 
the first section will deal with get-
ting along. "We will talk about 
give a presentation to teenagers. The Expo will begin with reg-
He will speak on laughter as a istration in Doudna Fine Arts 
form of stress release, Rives said. Center at 6:45 a.m. to 8:15 a.m. 
Teens can attend workshops Most of the workshops will be 
focusing on leaving home and held in the Martin Luther King 
going away to college. Rives said University Union as well as 
they will focus on the fact that McAfee Gym and the Fine Arts 
there is "a lot more to college Building. 
than picking it out of a catalog." Rives said she expects a good 
A discussion for teens who crowd to attend the Expo. "We 
decide not to attend college will have 200 teens registered right 
also be offered. They will talk now," said Rives, adding there 
about going out on your own and are l, 150 to 1,200 women regis-
setting up your own apartment, tered. 
Rives said. "We have virtually doubled in 
The third section in the teen attendance since we started," 
division will address looking and Rives said. The first year the 
feeling good, Rives said, adding Expo was held, there was a total 
they will emphasize that how you of 726 women who attended. 
feel inside is how you think you Rives said that she has 
look outside. received a tremendous amount of 
The registration fee for the help from volunteers and spon-
Expo is $10 per person. sors. "We've had a whole lot of 
Although it is still possible for super contributers," said Rives, 
ARROW TRAVEL 
348-0147 
LISTEN 
Up 
GRADUATES DON'T 
Delay 
Think Graduation Now 
620 W. Lincoln 
Mon - Fri 9-5 West Park Plaza Sat. 9-12 
.~ . ...... ' 
OPINION 
page 
Editorials represent the 
opinion of the editorial board. 
Columns represent the 
opinions of the author. 
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Basketball eants 
need support in 
crucial contests 
Eastern's basketball teams need some help 
this weekend. Your's. · 
The Lady Panthers host Indiana State Friday 
for the final spot in the Gateway Conference 
tournament. Saturday, the Panthers host 
Wisconsin-Green Bay for the third seed in the 
Association of Mid-Continent Universities 
conference tournament. 
It's fortunate that Eastern has the opportu-
nity to host these crucial games on the last 
~weekend of the regular sea-~ldltorial son, but you can magnify that home court advantage by 
making your presence felt in these, the final 
home games for each team. 
The men's team is already in its conference 
tournament, so it will be playing only for a 
position in the tourney. But the women's 
team is in a true do-or-die situation. 
The Lady Panthers have struggled in their 
defense of last season's Gateway Conference 
tournament title. But with star guard Barb 
Perkes back in the lineup, E,;istern beat 
league-leading Illinois State Wednesday 
night. 
Meanwhile, support for the men's team 
must be used in a more orderly fashion. The 
energy that brought a barrage of cups and 
papers during Monday night's game needs 
to be channeled into some vocal support, 
which could be most instrumental in a. 
Panthers' win. 
Saturday is also the last chance Eastern fans 
will have to see Panthers guard jay Taylor 
I had a brush with great-
ness this week. But, to be 
honest, it wasn't that great. 
The anticipation had been 
building up for more than a 
weektJf'n Lopriel]S a.k.a. 
Cord 4i§1 & was coming to 
Eastern. Wow ... be still my 
heart. 
Now, I'll admit I sat 
through the entire Buchanan 
City ordeal and watched the 
"One Life to Live" cast act 
stupid in the year t 888. I 
also waited patiently for their 
escape from Eterna - the 
underground city. But my Interest In the soap opera 
doesn't necessarily mean I think Cord Is hot. 
Let's face It. The man Is kind of goofy looking. He 
has buck teeth and he talks funny. - A man who regu-
larly says things like, "Lord, girl what could you be 
thlnkln T' Is not exactly my idea of a super guy. 
But, that Is neither here nor there. I. along with 
many other women on this campus, was still a little 
Intrigued by the thought of walking In the Union Grand 
Ballroom and seeing someone I watch regularly on lV. 
So I went. 
There he was. Cord, sitting in a plain white shirt, 
jeans and cowboy boots with some weird-looking bag 
strapped around his waist. He looked just like he does 
on 1V - only he was cioser. The thrill was gone. He 
was boring. He was just any other guy. only he was 
getting paid $3,400 to sit In a chair and watch girls 
like me stare at him. Gee, what a tough job. 
Seeing a colleague of mine, I wandered over to see 
what I had missed. "More of the same," she said. "He 
answered a few questions and he's just been sitting 
here signing autographs." Hmmm, I thought. This Is 
pretty lame. 
Utterly bored with the whole thing up until this 
point, I decided to wander up to Cord himself and 
shoot the breeze. There were only two girls in line so 
my wait was a short one. 
OK, get ready, here's the really intense part. There 
is nothing between Cord and I except a tiny table with 
some p:ctures and pens on It. Now is my chance 
really see what he's like off the set. Gosh, maybe 
ls ~methlng I'll want to tell my grandchildren. 
"What's your name?" 
"What," I say, -"Are you talking to me?" It's Co 
He's already signed John Loprieno on his picture 
now he's asking me my name. "Amy," I say timidly. 
And amazingly my name appears on the picture j 
like I said It, "Amy." Not "To Amy" or "Lord, girt 
just "Amy John Loprieno," like I've changed my I 
name. 
Totally disappointed, I whirl around to see if oth 
were let down as well. Hardly. 
The short line now stretched to the end of the 
room, and members of the University Board we 
shouting over the PA system to love-struck girls ask! 
them to form two lines. 
This was easier said then done. People started pu 
ing and shoving and arguing about who was In Ii 
first and who was going to get to say their names 
Cord first. "Betty, I want to say Betty!" one g 
argued. 
"He hates that name! My name Is Tina, llna write 
pleeeeese!" came another shout. 
Things were looking up. 
I spotted another friend of mine in the audience 
attempted to fight my way through the crowd 
share this moment with someone else. My mis 
was stopping In the middle of the "Cord Line" to 
hi. 
I had only started to make jokes about how silly 
was for the entire. female population to pack the 
selves like sardines Into the Union to see a soap s 
when low and behold one of the sex-starved girls sp 
me around and said, "What do you think you a 
doing?" 
"Excuse me," I asked. 
"You cut in line," Is what she said, but the look 
her face said, "Move or I'll kick you so hard you 
wind up in 1888!" 
Realizing my fatal flaw, I apologized and moved. 
had had enough greatness for one day. 
- Amy Carr is editor in chief and a regular columnl 
for The Daily Eastern News. 
,, 
play at home. ( 
· Even Eastern students who aren't baske V t 
ball fans should take notice of Taylor's perfo I OUr urn 
mances at Eastern during the last four years •••••••••!!!111111111•••••••••••••••••••••• .. -
Taylor's triumphs at Eastern have given him J'¥'Dashti should not because we believe that every- ideas ' are offensive? And offe 
d h I thing that anyone says is true, to whom? Mr. Dashti says that" 
goo c ance at P _aying in the National understand free press accurate ..or f~ir, but because we should not let any individual 
Basketball Association next year. It's not believe that the government has no any religion or belief." By this 
ft th t E d h Dear editor; o en a an - astern stu ent is given t e f business telling us what we can and dard, no speech is protected, I eel that I must respond to Mr. 
opportunity to ply his trade at the highest Dashti's recent attack on freedom cannot read. We believe that peo- every idea or opinion is antithe 
level of his profession. of the press. Mr. Dashti would have pie have a right to express their to some possible or actual belief. 
For these reasons and another inherent one us ban "The Satanic Verses" ideas. Some of these views (per- "The Satanic Verses" may 
- school spirit - we urge that you attend the because several passages in the haps most of them) will be either contain material that is offensive 
F "d d S t d I hts M book constitute "propaganda false, misleading or offensive to Moslerns and that inaccurately games n ay an a ur ay n 8 · oreover, some person or group, but how are trays Moslem beliefs. But ra 
ma1·e your vo1'ce heard against Islam;" that is, they contain 
!\: • we to recognize what is false or than demanding that the book remarks that are insulting to 
Quote of the day ••• 
'' Tbere are only two forces in 
the world, the sword and the 
spirit. In the long run the sword 
will always be conquered by the 
spirit. 
· · · · · · Napoleon ·Bonaparte 
. '' 
Moslems because they are "against slanted if we have access only to banned, Mr. Dashti should 
Moslem belief." those ideas that some group u~ the opportunity t-0 exp! · 
I will defer entirely to Mr. decides are true, inoffensive and us why the material is so offe 
Dashti' s understanding of Islamic worth knowing? Had he done this, he would 
law and the extent to which there is Guaranteeing these rights, how- contributed far more towards 
free speech in Moslem nations, but ever, means guaranteeing them for ing us understand Islamic the 
I cannot accept his understanding everyone, no matter how than he could ever have ho 
of what free speech and freedom inaccurate or offensive we may find accomplish by actually banning 
of the press mean in this country. their views. Freedom to express book. 
We guarantee the rights of free only those ideas that are inoffen-
speech and freedom of , the. press sive is no freedom at all. Which Kent Baldner 
Friday, March 3, 1989 SA 
AA approves 
oboti.cs class 
An introduction to robotics 
urse dealing with the actual lab 
se of robotic equipment was 
proved Wednesday by the 
uncil on Academic Affairs. 
The course will be open to all 
~ors and is accepted as a gener-
education requirement. A sec-
ond course in robotics, robots and 
control systems, was added as an 
upper level course. Both courses 
will be offered by the technology 
education department in the 
College of Applied Sciences. 
The CAA also approved a 
course in jazz history which was 
proposed by the music depart-
ment. The course will be open 
only to music majors and minors. 
:...a--q ns need 
or ~azy ~az!red soap "" J~ 
In light of mediocre attendance 
the University Board's Crazy 
aze events, the Apportionment 
d suggested Thursday cancel-
. g the event altogether. 
Crazy Daze coordinator Star 
aylor presented her committee's 
dget, which included increases 
or performers and programs, at the 
AB meeting. 
Crazy Daze is a one to two-day 
vent to give students a break from 
the mid-winter blahs, Taylor said. 
By GREG REGGIO 
Staff writer · 
Nine University Board members 
recently attended the "Touch the 
Future Conference" to gather 
ideas for future entertainment at 
Eastern. 
The purpose of attending the 
conference, held in Nashville, 
Tenn., was so UB could have a 
chance to view a large number of 
acts, "talk to the performers and 
their agents and check out their 
price ranges," UB vice-chair Star 
Taylor said. 
Melissa Boehm, UB chair, 
said that no performers will be 
signed to perf-0rm at Eastern until 
EPISCOPAL 
CAMPUS 
MINISTRY 
at the Wesley Foundation 
opposite Lawson Hall 
LENTEN WORSHIP 
Every Friday 
12:00-12:25 p.m. 
Rev. Donald]. Schroeder 
cxlger Patience, Peer Minister 
581-3371 or 235-0018 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
U-Store Warehouse ~ 
' ' 
' 
' ' 
' 
' 
"You Cqrry The Key" I 
Charleston, Illinois 61920 I 
Behind Rex 'n' Don's Warehouse ~ 
South Route 130 I 
Ph: 345-3334 Night Ph.: 345-5850 I 
Don & Mary Thomason-Owners ~ 1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,. 
BUY lJt SELL 
in the DE!Y 
Classifieds 
Loprieno, "Cord" from One Life 
to Live. 
About 500 to 600 people attend-
ed the event, which Taylor said 
was initially supposed to be a 
series of events, but because of 
scheduling conflicts, fell through. 
As an alternative to canceling 
the event, AB members suggested 
charging a small admission fee to 
bring in revenue for the committee 
and reduce the amount of student 
fees which the committee requires. 
UB 's budget is passed. 
However, the band Rhythm 
Corp and the play "Greater 
Tuna" are prospects, Boehm 
said. 
At the conference, lecturers, 
bands and comedians performed 
for members of various college 
and university programming 
boards from across the nation. 
Some bands that performed at 
the conference included lnn-0-
Vation, London USA, Rhythm 
Corp and The All-Night News 
Boys, Boehm said. 
Comedians who demonstrated 
their talent at the conference 
included Paula Poundstone and 
Emo Philips. . 
JACK McGRATH I Staff photographer 
Computer whiz 
JY,P.Y N~y ... a business education instructor, helps St+g;>n Kelly during the 2510 computer clqss fn Blair 
Hall Thursday afternoon. . · - · . ~ '. . _ 
Motorcycle Si91erl frOfu ·~stliderit . . .. 
Editors note: The following is a 
list of crimes taken off police . / ·y 
reports through the University ~ ... < .. 
Police. Anyone with information ' ~'· . ' 
concerning these crimes should Crim est pe · S 
contact the University Police at ',,..,, ... ·..,. __ __, 
581-3212. 
Kay was m his girlfriend's room. 
By CLARK CARLSON At about 1:45 a.m. he saw what 
Staff writer he thought was a shadow beside 
A motorcycle owned by Junior 
Brian Kay was stolen from the 
parking lot behind Lincoln, 
Stevenson and Douglas halls 
sometime after l :45 a.m. Sunday. 
According to the police report, 
his motorcycle, but he was not 
sure of what he saw. Kay told 
police the motorcycle was locked. 
Other reports include: 
Vandalism: 
• Someone threw a parking 
barricade through the window of 
a parked car owned by David 
Dutler, recreation sports director, 
after 1 a.m. Sunday in the lot 
south.of Lantz Gymnasium. 
The left front fender and left 
door were scratched and the 
upholstery inside the right door 
was cut, the police_ report said. 
Theft. 
• The front license plate, num-
ber MATT 487, of sophomore 
Matthew Love, was stolen 
between Feb. 22 and Feb. 24 
while it was parked in the lot by 
Buzzard Building. 
AT 
get one free 
"Sex on the beach" 
Other surfin' drinks: 
·Miami Ice 
•Daytona Beach Lemonade 
Don~t miss it, dude 
B-·Close 
. 
3 GREAT THINGS TO DO 
WITH MY SANDWICHES 
JIMMY .JOHN'S 
GOURMET SUBS 
-wrLL 8RIRG 'EM TO YA" 
345·1075 
' ' ' • •' • '• I • ~ •' ~· ' • J 
6A 
Dump 
•from page I 
said. 
Right now, EISCCAP and 
Concerned Citizens are aiming at 
preventing the dump site from 
being built in Martinsville. 
However, unless Martinsville 
township .votes the dump down, 
there is no legal way to stop the 
dump from being built if the pro-
posed site passes the remaining 
geological and environmenj:al 
tests. 
On Nov. 8, 1988 in a non-bind-
ing referendum, the citizens of 
Clark County, where Martinsville 
is located, voted down the propos-
al to build a dump site. 
However, a change in legisla-
tion, which came after this vote, 
narrowed the decision of approv-
ing the site down to only the 
township the dump would be in, 
Keller said. 
And Martinsville township 
voted "yes" on having the dump 
in their community. 
Concerned Citizens is trying to 
get another referendum and have 
the township vote "no" on it, 
Keller said. 
EISCCAP supports this "no" 
vote. "That's the purpose of our 
going down there," Aldort said. 
Clark County has a high unem-
ployment rate and is economically 
depressed, which may be a reason · 
for local support, Keller said. 
The dump site would create. 
jobs and revenue for the commu-
nity. 
The best way to fight tangible 
things like jobs and money, Keller 
said, is by making the people of 
Martinsville aware of the threats. 
"We want to explain to them 
that the jobs and money will go, 
but the risk will be there forever," 
· Aldort said. 
WEEKEND 
BANDS 
Friday: 
Whitey Whitesell 
and the Life Parade 
Saturday: 
Johnny Ray and the 
Rolling Fork Review 
Blues, Rock, and Raggae 
'• 
- ' 
Friday, March 3, 1989 
Support S.A.M.S. ~· IFriday 
play casino games at 
~One~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Free beer when playing Order a free S.A.M.S. draft I 
S.A.M.S. Casino games Donations accepted I 
Donations accepted ';::::================:::::: I ~--------~ English Dart : 
Tournament 1 
Play S.A.M.S. Bingo at Bar 
Buy a S.A.M.S. Bingo draft and 
$1.QQ 1 Q:QQ $1.QQ I 
~--------~ I 
get a free bingo card--10:00 
4 pool tables 
English Darts 
free shake a day 5QQ22 
Sign in for neon Beer 
lights/t-shirts and money 
I 
I 
I 
~------------------------~ 
Looking For Interesting Fall lasses? 
Try 
Women's Studies at EIU 
HEC 2831: Women in Contemporary Society 
MWF 10-1 Q:SQ Kay Woodward 
HIS 39Q3: Women in American History 
W 7-9:3Qpm Wendy H_pmand 
HST 356Q: Women's Health Care 
TR 2-3:15 Susan Woods 
JOU 39Q3: Women and the Media 
MWF 10-10:5Q Susan Kaufman 
PLS 39Q3: Public Policy and the Sexes 
MWF 1-2 Andrea Bonnicksen 
SPC 39Q3: Rhetoric of Women 
TR 3:3Q-4:45 Janet Norberg 
WST 43Q9: Feminist Theory 
MWF 9-10 Linda Coleman 
EIU 4Q13: Perspectives in Women's Issues 
M 10-11 :4Q Linda Leal 
For information on classes or our new Women's 
Studies Minor--Call 581-3831 
FALL AVAILABILITY 
PAAKPLACEI 
• 1,2, & 3 
Bedroom units 
• Fully Furnished 
• Central A/C 
• Dishwashers 
•Balconies 
•Laundry & 
Parking 
PARK PLACE II 
•Brand new 3 
Bedroom units 
• Fully Furnished 
• Central A/C 
• Dishwashers 
•Balconies 
•Laundry & 
Parking 
(ON 7th ST. ACROSS FROM UNION) 
-MICROWAVES AVAILABLE FOR ALL UNITS-
ST. JAMES PLACE (1905 S. 12th ST.) 
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Fully Furnished Units 
• A.C. •Newly Remodeled 
• Laundry & Parking 
348-1479 (after 1 p.m.) 
or (217) 359-0203 
LAST HOME GAME! 
SATURDAY, MARC.H . 7:30 P.M. 
EIU VS WISC.-GREEN BAY 
MARTY'S SALUTES EIU.SENIORS 
1 DAY NEW YORK TRIP 0 
SATURDAY . .JUNE 3 s189' 
From Champaign, Includes air & 3 hr city tour 
Call Cheri Before March 6 
CHARLESTON TRAVEL BUREAU 
301 W. LINCOLN 345-7731 •THE FUN TRIP 
's . 345-7312 t<'\0.-c\)~ . Memory Lane 
' y 1{,e.stauraunt 
FRIDAYS SPECIALS 
Fish Sandwich 
w I fries & reg. drink 
$2.50 
Fried Cod Dinner 
w I slaw & fries 
$2.95 
5pm-9pm 
Late Night Specials 9pm-lam 
Delivery Service 5pm-1am 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
is proud to present 
its 1989-90 officers 
IP resftdlen t ~ 
Vftcce IPr~sftdent~ 
. . ' 
§eccret©lry ~ 
Tre<aisurer~ 
Jan Anderson 
Rush Dftrecctor~ 
Housftng Dnrecct6r~ 
IP~edge lEducc<ator~ 
Jenny Lapacek 
Lisa Le/fer 
Dori Neven 
Lisa DeMuth 
IP<ainhe~ De~egaite ~ Elly Matson 
Assftst<aint Rush Dftrecctor ~ 
Brenda Hugg 
So cc ft a~ Chaftrm<an ~ Kelli Ryan 
<!>~~~ 
DO THE 
LITTLE CAESARS® 
STOMP! STOMP! 
GET A FREE PIZZA! PIZZA!® 
Get 5 Stomps!Stomps! 
for a FREE Pizza! Pizza!® on your next visit. 
Stomp!Stomp! cards available while supplies iast. 
• To get a Stomp!Stomp! purchase 
a small, medium or large 
Pizza!Pizzal® or Pan!Panl 
• With 5 Stomp!Stomp! you get a 
free medium Pizza!Pizza!® or 
Pan!Pan! with 1 item. 
• Promotion ends March 25. 1989 
• All completed cards must be 
redeemed by April 30, 1989 
• Valid cards must be stamped 
through LITTLE CAESARS® 
sticker. 
r - 1VALUABLE COUPON - - , r - •VALUAllLE COUPON • - , 
I LARGE TWO II FREE! I 
I ITEM PIZZA 11 CRAZY SAUCE I 
I $ 9 82 11 with the purchase of an I order of CRAZY BREAD at I plus tax 11 regular price. I I 11 Please request Crazy Bread I 
when placing order. Valid only I Valid only with coupon 11 with coupon at I 
I at participating Little Caesars I I participating Little Casaers. Not I Carry-out only. . valid with any other offer. One I expires. 3110189 11 · coupon per customer. I 
• Carry-out only. I 345-4743 11 expires: 3/10/89 I 
345.4743 
I ®~~~I~<!)~~~ 
~------
dwig Jr. 
be hon.ored · 
t~ 
The College of Fine Arts and the 
usic department will host a con.-
rt Friday honoring William F. 
dwig Jr. for his achievements 
a musician and industrialist. 
The free concert is scheduled 
7:30 p.m. at Dvorak Concert 
all. At the concert, the EIU 
uper Percussion Ensemble, led 
Johnny Lee Lane, will perfonn 
of the first percussion compo-
"tions ever written,· along with 
me ragtime and soundtracks 
silent movies. 
Ludwig, the former president of 
wig Industries, is intemation-
y recognized as the leading 
·ty in the manufacturing of 
ussion instruments. 
Besides being proficient in 
sic, Ludwig also does some 
"ting. He authored "Modem 
ce Drumming," an instruc-
al method book, and he is also 
ven credit for writing many of 
Ludwig Drum Company cata-
s and brochures. 
"Ludwig is a giant, not only in 
rcussion, but in the music 
ustry as well," Lane said. He's 
so much for percussion edu-
· on. That's why we're honor-
A reception following the con- . .,_ ______ _ 
will give people the opportu- . 
to meet Ludwig and mem-
rs of the Super Percussion 
mble. 
• Complete glasses include 
frames from a fashionable 
selection, clear CR-39 
lenses in normal vision range, 
Bi-focal standard 
Still in 
there 
trying. 
[!!] 
f-nl!SAT NITE 700 AND 920 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 200 PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 700 
MATTOON 
NOMINATED FOR 
8 ACADEMY AWARDS! 
RAIN MAN 
DUSTIN HOf'fMAN 
TOM CRUISE ~ 
FRI/SAT NITE 430, 700, 930 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 200 PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 430 AND700 
TOM HANKS in 
~e'BURBS 
FRI/SAT NITE 500, 715, 920 
SAT/SUN MATINEES 100 AND 300 
SUN TO THURS NITE 500 AND 715 
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATION! 
BEACHES 
"Grab Your Best Friend 
And Go See 'BEACH~' " 
ABC RADIO NrIWORK, Jou .. Lantftelcl 
BETTE MIDLER 
BARBARA HERSHEY 
TOUCHITONE Fil.Ml 
FRI/SAT NITE 440, 710, 935 
SUN TO THURS NITE 440 AND 710 
"lWO THUMBS UP. •• gladly would I give .greater 
pra~se would but that I possessed more thumbs!" 
- SOCRATES, Newsgreek 
giLLeTe<Js f)<CELLENf . !:_ . ~ <r~Y~ff™.re ti,1 .. ~ 
FRI/SAT NITE 500, 71{), 915 
SAT/SUN MATINEES 100 AND 300 SUN TO THURS Nl!E 500 AND_'.10 
STARTS TONITE! 
DREAM A Ll'ITLE DREAM 
JASON ROBAROS COREY FELDMAN PIPER LAURIE MEREDITH SALENGER 
Life can be strange, 
dangerous, 
confusing; 
and incredibly 
· exciting... • ~-:= IPG·IJI 
FRI/SAT NITE 445, 700, 920 
~AT~l IN UATltJi::i:: ?nn PU c11t.1 Tn Tu1 ,.,.,. •11..-.:: • • ., • "•"' .,.,..,.. 
SAME DAY 
SERVICE ~ 
INMOST 
-CASES 
345-5100 
OPT·ICAL 
..-d _ Keep up with ~-Doonesbury .,_ai_c_os_t. _____________________________________ ___ 
I page 9 904 E. LINCOLN, CHARLESTON 
I" 
Friday's 
Classified ads 
SA March 3, 1989 
[!!Services Offered [jfHelp Wanted 
"My Secretary" Professional 
resumes, papers, letters, etc. 
903 18th. 345-1150. 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. 
_________ 5/5 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES: Quality papers, 
big selection, excellent service. 
PATTON QUICK PRINT; 820 
Lincoln, next to Super-K. 345-
6331. 
_________ 010 
CHARLESTON COPY-X 
Resume specials, large selec-
tion , friendly, fast service. 
Copy-X your copy center! 207 
Lincoln Ave. 345-6313. 
_________ 010 
[jfHelp Wanted 
NEW ENGLAND 
BROTHER/SISTER CAMPS-
( Mass) Mah -Kee -Nae for 
Boys/Danbee for Girls. 
Counselor positions for 
Program Specialists : All 
Team Sports , especially 
Baseball, Basketball , Field 
Hockey, Soccer and 
Volleyball; 25 Tennis open-
ings ; also Archery, Riflery 
and Biking ; other openings 
include Performing Arts , 
Fine Arts , Yearbook , 
Photography, Cooking , 
Sewing , Rollerskating , 
Rocketry, Ropes, Camp 
Craft; All Waterfron activi -
ties (Swimming, Skiing, 
Sailing , Windsurfing, 
Canoeing/Kayak). Inquire 
J&D Camping (Boys) 190 
Linden Ave. , Glen Ridge, NJ 
07028 ; Action Camping 
(Girls) 263 Main Road, 
Montville, NJ 07045. Phone 
(Boys) 201-429-8522; (Girls) 
201-316-6660. 
_________ 3/3 
Help wanted - Experienced 
waiter/waitress. Apply in per-
son. Mattoon Golf and Country 
club - Tuesday-Friday. 1-4 p.m. 
_________ 3/6 
Wanted: artist able to do color 
seperation for silk screen shop. 
345-5022 (9-5) 
3/17 
Friday's 
HELP WANTED- The 
University Union Dining Service 
has immediate day (8:00 a.m. -
3:00 p.m.) positions available. 
Bring your class schedule and 
apply in person in the 
University Union, Room 208. 
_________ 3/3 
Page One Tavern/accepting 
applications for bartender/ male 
female/apply in person/GUAR-
ANTEED Employment if seri-
ous applicant. 
_________ 3/10 ~ 
Easy Work! Excellent Pay! 
Assemble products at home. 
call for information. 504-649-
0670. Ext 9202. 
_________ 3/9 
[jf Adoption 
ADOPTION: Financially secure 
childless couple wish to adopt 
infant. Will give love, warmth, 
security. Legal/Medical expens-
es paid. Call collect 618-466-
8450 Tom & Jackie. 
_________ 3/8 
Adoption - we can offer your 
infant picnics, piggyback rides, 
love and security. We are a 
happily married couple, respon-
sible, caring and financially 
secure. Confidential , legal. 
Expenses paid. Call Cheri and 
Mike collect at 312-380-1837. 
_________ 3/15 
[if Roommate 
2 Females needed for 89-90 
school year $115 a month, low 
utilities .. 348-7863. Ask for 
Deanna. 
_________ 3/5 
~For Rent 
.... 
For Rent: MeAitliuf Manor 
Apartments. 2-bedroom, fur-
nished. 345-2231. 
_________ 010 
AVAILABLE NOW SUMMER 
OR FALL 2 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS. APARTMENT 
RENTALS 820 LINCOLN 
STREET. 348-7746. 
_________ 5/5 
~For Rent 
Rooms for women 1415 7th St. 
6th house from campus. 345-
3845 $165 or $110 with most 
utilities. 
_________ 010 
Need 2 or 3 females for two fur-
nished apartments near 
Campus. All utilities paid. 345-
4243. 
_________ 010 
2 non-smoking males for apt. 
near south campus. $150 ea.+ 
share utilities. 345-3771. 
_________ 0/0 
RENT A MICROWAVE. ONLY 
$7.80 PER MONTH. PHONE 
348-7746. 
_________ 010 
Male vacancy available at Park 
Place for immediate occupancy. 
Contact Park Pla::e 348-1479. 
_________ 010 
Extra nice 3 bedroom furnished · 
house for 1989-90 school year. 
Six people, 10 mo. leas~. 
$160/mo. 345-3148 evenings. 
_________ 010 
Townhouses Best in town 
for the money. Two bed-
rooms furnished. 11 units in 
the 1600 block 7 University 
Dr. 9 units at 6th St. & Polk. 
$148 ea. for 3, $124.50 ea. 
for 4 people. 9 month lease. 
Phone 345-6115 
EIU 
MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
EIU 
010 
vs 
WISCONSIN 
GREEN BAY 
SAT. NIGHT 
7:30 LANTZ 
Come out and 
Salute the Seniors! 
LAST HOME GAME! 
~or Rent 
Renting Fall two, 2 bedroom 
apar1ments 415 Harrison,. 
3 persons. Lease 12 
months/neg. Call 348-
5032 
--~------3~ 
1 bedroom apts. 751 6th 
Str. 345-6621 
_________ 3/7 
2 bedroom apt. for 3 females 
1430 1/2 9th street 150.00 
month. Call 345-6621 or 348-
8349 
Need 3 males for a 4 per-
son townhouse in 
Brittany Ridge for the 
1989-90 school year. 
$175/mo. Phone 348-
1262. 
_________ 3/15 
LADY PANTHERS 
BASKETBALL 
EIU 
vs. 
INDIANA STATE 
TONIGHT 
7:30LANTZ 
EIU Rally Rag Give-away 
LAST HOME GAME 
.. ll--1111181111HlllHl111881Hltrr. 
§ STUDENT 
5 APARTMENTS 
Available 
Now, Summer 
and Fall 
For 1,2 or 
4 people 
APARTMENT 
RENTALS 
Phone 
348-7746 
'ltlllH-1-llHIHl_ll_I 
Crossword Puzzle 
ACROSS 
1 Homophone for 
classifieds 
5 Help a hood 
31 "Three men in 
35 Dolphins' home 
36 Father 
37 Suffix for Bronx 
&o Stein 's "Three 
61 Leftovers entree 
62 Columnist 
Bambeck 9 Bitterly pungent 
14 King who named 
his country after 
himself 
63 Maven . 
38 More of the joke 64 Greek flask 
42 Respectable &5 Stiff collar 
• grade · 66 French patron 15 Lake. in poesy 
18Snap 43Crazy--(card saint: Var. game) · 
17 Homophone for 
I'll 
18-- fixe, on a 
French menu 
44 Bodies of 
knowledge 
45 Goofs 
19 Indian coin 47 Modern: Prefix 
20 Start of a joke 48 Napa Valley 
23 Notable period company 
24 Benevolent 49 Gray general 
brothers' anim9I. 51 Homophone for 
25 Esoteric .; '-,!,: i. 'a classic car 
' . J .... ~ . I . ..., -
29 Sit)g Sing, e.g. · .. 52 End of the joke 
87 Yields, in a way 
88 Homophone for 
order to a fly 
DOWN 
1 Largest land 
mass 
2 Frus_trat~ 
3 Signal word tor 
the last letter 
4 Where a mar 
was ribbed 
s Current measure 
8 He had catching 
statements 
7 Mythical pome 
pitcher 
8 Short passage 
of Scripture 
9 Carman's" --
Airs" 
10 Kind of boot 
11 Espadrille-sole 
feature 
12 Caesar's 
concourse 
13 Homophone for 
moolah 
........ =.i.;c;..a,.:::...i_ ~1 Tut.e~ary de1t1es 
. ' ' 
' ' ... 
... ,;, ...... 'l ! c.. ( ~ • ' -.. • .• !. !._ -..!. 
22 Subscribe again 
25 Priestly shawl 
26 An early one is 
healthy, wealthy, 
etc. 
27 Laker, e g. 
28 Doctors org . 
29 Mottled 
30 Therefore 
32 B g cat to Mimi 
33 K ng Arthur s 
sire 
34 "Heavens" girl 
36 Lot, e g . 
39 Piece for an 
ennead 
40 He wrote "The 
Wasteland" 
41 Charged particle 
46 An admirer of 
Snow White 
52 Homophone for 
Jekyll's alter ego 
53 Tied 
54 Boutique 
55 Famous pooch 
56 Lawyers' 
charges 
57 Straight . Comb 
form · 
48 Horses n an iffy 58 Melville opus proverb 
59 Homophone for 
so Shrine Bowl condescend 
teams &o "A Shropshire 
51 Grat\ng ,- ; . -:-:-": Housman 
~ . ·i ' • ...... -~ ~4 :. , .f , • 
. . .... ...... .s ......... . 
Report errors immediately at 581-2812. Corr 
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless no · 
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad 
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
~or Rent 
1 or 2 bedroom apts. Available 
June 1st or anytime up to Aug. 
1st 9,10, and 12 month leases. 
6 blocks from EIU. Clean, 
water, & garbage furnished. 
345-4494 
3/10 
For Rent 
Large furnished Apt. for 
or 4 available now for 
1 /2 months. Call 34 
4757 
.6Dler1ise in the Classifieds! 
Regency Apts. 
Your Home Away 
from Home 
That Cares 
Don't be left Homeless 
345-9105 
now,GO 
UllH THE 
1 MONTH FREE REN 
on any student apartment 
leased during the 
month of March 1989 
for the fall of 1989 
"Hot" Summer only rates 
also available. . 
APARTMENT RENTAt 
820 Lincoln Ave. 
or Rent 
3 males for 
house in Brittan 
1989-90 sch 
75/mo. Phone 34 
MMER ONLY - I 
town. $400 for 3 
apartment. 2 b 
pus. Call today 
mmer sublet with 
my 1 BR, unfu 
, for 1-2 quiet 
util., and dam 
ferences requi 
ONE 345-3515 
7 AFTER 4:30 
ORMATION ON 
WING: Furnish 
blocks from El 
er. Clean and c 
ur or five occup 
e Bedroom furni 
ent. Close to El 
d Dryer. Centra 
. Four or five 
king appl icat 
ents. 1-Big ho 
ms - 6 girls. Los 
• with this hous 
rdable. ALSO I 
bedroom, for 2 
room for 3 peo 
m for 4 people 
57 or 345-514 
nman. P.S. all p 
t clean and wit 
EIU campus. 
... 348-7746 r Fall - 1-2 and 
ished apts and 
th lease - De :..----·~ -4010 The Dally Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
mmer subl 
Name: 3 girls. Fu 
I utilities pa 
Address: nt negotiab 
----------------~45. 
Phone: ______ _ 
Dates to run ----------~------ rnished room 
•--------------------... 1..m o nth, i nclu 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of: __________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) _______ _ 
Person accepting ad ___ Compositor---- · 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ___ _ 
Payment: D Cash D Check D Credit 
Check number ___ _ 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per w 
each consecutive day thereafter. Students with vaild ID 
cents per word first day. 1 O cents per word each 
consective day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse a 
considered libelous pr in bac;I tast~. 
ter, cable T. V 
, lot of parkin 
ca3 
• :J 
Friday's 
Classified ads 
Rep(>rt errors immediately at 581-2812. Correct 
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notified, 
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its first insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
lshed Apt. for 3 or 4 
now for 5 1/2 months. 
757 
!""'-______ 010 
S males for a 4 person 
in Brittany Ridge for 
989-90 school year. 
Phone 348-1262. 
_____ ___;3115 
mmer subleaser $150. 
paid. 348-0205. 
..,...... ______ .3/6 
R ONLY - lowest rate 
$400 for 3 month lease 
rtment. 2 blocks from 
. Call today 345-2784. 
_____ ___;3/10 
sublet with Fall option, 
1 BR, unfurn, off-cam- . 
1-2 quiet people, $200 
, and damage deposit. 
ences required. 345-
3/6 ~2-:b-e-:d-ro_o_m_f:-u-rn--=-is--:h·ed 
ts/1-4people. Leasing 
st. Some available for 
. Laundry and parking. 
.345-7286 
3/10 ~E--=3--=-4=--s--=-3=--51-:5~0-=R_;34 8-
AFTER 4:30 P.M. FOR 
JION ON THE FOL-
ING: Furnished house. 
from EIU. Washer, . 
. Clean and comfortable. 
or five occupants. ALSO 
Bedroom furnished apart-
t. Close to EIU. Washer 
Dryer. Central air. Extra 
Four or five occupants. 
________ 3/8 
g applications for 
nts. 1-Big house 4 bed-
- 6 girls. Losts of "good-
with this house. Its also 
e. ALSO I may have -
room, for 2 people - 2 
for 3 people - 2 ood: 
for 4 people. Ph . 348-
7 or 345-5148 Ronnie 
an. P.S. all properties -
clean and within 2 blocks 
~-----,-.,--,---3/3 
Fall - 1-2 and 3 bedroom 
ed apts and houses. 10 
lease - Deposit required 
10 
"--------~3/3 
mmer subleasers 2 
3 girls. Furnished, 
utilities paid. A/C. 
nt negotiable. 348-
45. 
,...._ ___ ca/3/3,6,7 
JOY YOUR PRIVACY -
rnished rooms $140.00 
onth, includes heat, 
er, cable T. V. electric-
lot of parking. 
ca3/3, 10, 17,31 
~or Rent 
SUMMER ONLY 1 bedroom 
apt. near campus very reason-
able. Live alone and like it. 345-
2416. 
_________ 3/8 
~or Sale 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from 
$1 (U repair). Delinquent tax 
property. Repossessions. Call 
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. GH-9997 
for current repo list 
_________ 3./8 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED 
Vehicles from $100. Fords. 
Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys. 
Surplus. Buyers Guide (1) 805-
687-6000 Ext. S-9997 
-------~3/30 
Must sell: 1984 500 Interceptor. 
$1000. 348-0205 
---------"3~ 
A-Frame Loft Sturdy Perfect for 
Dorm $65 O.B.O. 348-1466 
---------"3/3 
[j'Lost/Found 
Patrick Ryan Your l.D. is at 
Thomas Hall desk. 
---------~2 LOST: 8 MONTH OLD BLACK 
KITTY WITTY AROUND 1 OTH 
AND LINCOLN. PLEASE CALL 
348-5014. 
_________ 3/3 
Lost Dark Red Spiral Notebook 
at IKE's Friday afternoon. Call 
348-1466 
_________ 3/6 
EARRING, SILVER/PEWTER 
FLOWER DESIGN - NEA.R 
STUDENT SERVICES BLDG -
7TH ST. PARKING LOT. SEN-
TIMENTAL VALUE. PLEASE 
CALL JO 581-2313. 
3/6 . 
. · i:.·-o--.§_T_: -G-o~ld_s_w_i-rle-d-br-o-oc-h at 
Kracker's bar, Feb. 21 of senti-
mental value. REWARD Please 
call (Sally) 348-5498. 
_________ 3/7 
[jf Announcement 
ALPHA PHIS: Get ready to 
party with the P's!! 
---------~3 ATTENTION" AN IMPORTANT 
ALUMNI, TRACY FAKLES, 
WILL BE VISITING E.1.U. THIS 
WEEKEND!! SHE ASKED ME 
TO SAY HI TO ALL 10,500 
STUDENTS. SO, HI! YOU MAY 
REACH HER THIS WEEKEND 
AT 345-9672. 
_________ 3/3 
10 TANS FOR $30. Now 
thru March 17 at Z's Hair 
Design! 
~--------3/3 
TRI-SIGMAS: T.G.l.F. 
Have a safe and happy 
weekend! 
_________ 3/3 
Campus Clips 
Gospel Fellowship will have a service March 5 at 3 p.m. at 
University Baptist Church. Everyone is welcomed to attend. 
to see your smiling faces. 
Gospel Fellowship is having a rehearsal March 4 at 3 p.m. 
of FAM. Come and sing to the glory of God. 
Dlnc:ers are having rehearsal March 5 at 12:30 in the McAfee 
Studio. Come prepared to dance. 
Delta Rho is having an informational meeting March 5 at 8 
In the Stevenson Room GF. Nationally recognized Kappa 
Rho, a Men's Social Fraternity, is beginning a chapter at EIU. 
wit be an informational meeting. 
Navigators will have a meeting March 3 at 7 p.m. in 102 of 
Hall. The topic of discussion will be "Prayer: Our Direct 
10 Heaven" followed by an evening of prayer. 
Club is having a 4:00 social March 3 at the basement 
Is. This is to raise food and money for the food shelter to 
"Easter Food Baskets" for the needy. 
Clips are published daily, free of charge, as a public ser-
to the campus. Clips should be submitted to The Daily 
News office by noon one business day before date to be 
hed (or date of eventr Information should include event 
of sponsoring organization, (spelled out no Greek Letter 
lations). date, time and place of event, plus any other perti-
lnformation. Name and phone number of submitter must be 
. Clips submitted after noon of deadline day cannot be 
publication. l'llo clips :.vjll be taken by, phone. Clips, will 
one day only for any event. 
[jf Announcements 
DELTA CHIS: The week is over. 
Hope you had fun. See you at 4 
o'clock club! Love ya, your 
Little Sisters. 
_________ 3/3 
PARTY!!. .. TONIGHT!! on top of 
Page One. $3.00/$3 .50 ALL 
YOU CAN DRINK! USE SIDE 
ALLEY ENTRANCE. 
_________ 3/3 
JR. PANHELL Don't forget to 
STUFF today for exam snacks 
from 9 till 4:30. 
_________ 3/3 
T.G.l.F. PARTY TONIGHT! 
GOOD TUNES! GOOD BEER! 
GREAT TIMES! ON TOP OF 
ROCS EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT. 
_________ 3/3 
GINNE GATES, rm proud to be 
your Phi Sig mom. Let's have a 
great semester. Love, Dawn. 
_________ 313 
ALPHA PHIS will be having a 
spring informational rush party 
at 7:30 Tuesday for any inter-
ested women. Call 345-6715 
for more information or rides. 
_________ 313 
NEED A KEG? GET THE 
BEST PRICE AROUND. CALL 
KING OF KEGS, BOB 
NIELSEN. PAGE ONE TAV-
ERN. 345-7416 
_________ 3/3 
CLUB NIGHT top of ROC's 
SATURDAY NIGHT. FEA-
TURED MUSIC. SEX PIS-
TOLS, U.K. SUBS, FINI TRIBE, 
PLUS THE USUAL STUFF 
AND NEW WALL ART 3 AVCO 
_________ 3/3 
Sign up to be an usher for the 
Bangles concert at the Student 
Activity Center, Room 201 in 
the Union. Only a limited num-
ber of people are needed, so 
hurry! _ ._. _ 
--~------3n 
Missy Burke - Congrats on 
pledge of the month. Phi Sig 
,Love; your sec sis. 
March 3, 1989 9A 
~Announcements 
To 1he men of Della SOna Phi - We 
had a geat tine Wed. niglt. canrt 
wail ID do l agai1 next year! 
Watch or the 
Geoff Barker: You did a great 
job singing with Backstage. 
Sorry we couldn't stay longer. 
But, there is always next time. 
Love, Kristy, Heather and Julie. 
_________ 3/3 
DELTA CHIS: What a great 
function!! Let's not wait so long 
to do it again!! Love, the SIG 
KAPS. 
---------"3/3 
exciting 
Sports 
Guide 
• 
Jozie Tucker - Thanks for being 
a great A-G sis. Have a super 
DZ parents weekend. Phi Sig 
• love, Laura 
---------"3/3 
ALPHA GAMS - Don't forget 
coming sqon 
that MONEY for Parent's 
Weekend dinner HAS to be in 
on MON. No late checks will be 
taken! Thanks, Jen. 
--------~3~ 
GALE FRITZ: Congratulations 
on getting PINNED to Neal. 
Love, your Delta Zeta sisters. 
EIU 
MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
EIU 
3/3 
VS 
WISCONSIN 
GREEN BAY 
SAT. NIGHT 
7~30 .. LANJZ 
Come out and 
Salute the Seniors! 
LAST HOME GAME! 
IVE TOLD YO~ ':J 
THOUSAND q;".r 
in the 
Daily 
Eastern 
News!!! 
TIMES, you~-I> .. ;~~4? .• l 
~ 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Doonesbury 
f 
. 
<II, MKHllEL, 
)QI IJlllN'T! 
I 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
Official Notices Official Notices are paid for by the Office o! University Relations. Questions concerning the notices should be directed towards that office. 
lOA Frida , March 3, 1989 
ELEISPE/JRH MAJORS - FALL 
1989 STUDENT TEACHING 
DOWNSTATE 
ALL ELEMENTARY, SPECIAL 
EDUCATION, AND JR. HIGH 
MAJORS MUST ATTEND THE 
DEPARTMENTAL MEETING TO 
BE HELD ON TUESDAY, MARCH 
14, 1989 AT 3 P.M. IN BUZZARD 
EDUCATION BUILDING TO 
RECEIVE THEIR STUDENT 
TEACHING ASSIGNMENTS FOR 
FALL 1989 SEMESTER. ROOM 
ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE POST-
ED OUTSIDE OF ROOMS 210 & 
223A BEGINNING FRIDAY 
MARCH 10, 1989. Reminder: You 
must be admitted to Teacher 
Education before your assignment 
will be effected. 
Dr. Francis Summers 
Director of Student Teaching 
Unclear Records 
The academic records for students 
who have outstanding obligations 
with such departments as Athletic 
Department, Textbook Rental 
Service, Booth Library, Financial 
Aid, Chemistry Department, 
Security, Housing, etc., will be 
marked unclear. Each student 
should check with all departments 
to clear all obligations_ prior t 
semester or summer term breaks 
and/or leaving the University per-
manently. 
Transcripts of the academic record 
of any student with an unclear 
record will be withheld and not 
sent to any one or any place. If the 
obligation is extremely serious or 
prolonged, it may result in a com-
plete hold on a student's record, 
which includes withholding grade 
reports and precludes readmis-
sion, registration, or graduation. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
DEADLINE 
For a student to be considered a 
Spring Semester 1989 graduate, 
ALL graduation requirements must 
be met by 4:30 p.m. on 
Wednesday, May 31, 1989. This 
means that any removals of 
lncompletes, changes of grades, 
or official transcripts of academic 
wort< from other institutions MUST 
reach the Records Office by that 
date. If all requirements are not 
met. the student should reapply tor 
graduation for Summer Term 1989 
no later than Monday, June 19, 
1989. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
Panther Lounge 
T. G. I. F. 
4:00 CLUB 
1-3 $1.75 
3-6 $2.00 
PITCHERS 
Pool Tournaments 
Sat. 1 p.m. 
VALERIE 
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
Students who plan to take any 
work by correspondence MUST 
have that course approved in the 
Records Office prior to enrolling for 
the course. Students should ask to 
see Mr. Conley or Mr. Martin to 
discuss work by correspondence. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
STUDENT GRADE REPORTS 
At the close of each grading peri-
od, Student Grade Reports are 
mailed to the home addresses list-
ed by the students -- NOT the local 
addresses. Please be sure that 
you have requested a change of 
address with Housing if there has 
been a change in your home 
address to which grades will be 
mailed. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
REAPPLICATION FOR 
GRADUATION 
Any student who has applied for 
graduation for a future semester or 
summer term and then finds that 
he/she will be graduating either a 
semester or summer term earlier 
or later MUST reapply for gradua-
tion in the Records Office. There is 
no additional charge for reapply-
ing. Reapplications must be 
accomplished no later than the 
published deadline of the new 
semester or summer term when 
he/she plans to graduate. For 
Summer Term 1989, the deadline 
is Monday, June 19, 1989. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
ELIGIBILITY FOR 
INTERSESSION 
Those students who are academi-
cally dismissed for low scholarship 
at the close of Spring Semester 
1989 are not eligible for enrollment 
in Summer Term or in Intersession 
which is part of Summer Term. 
Intersession pre-registration ros-
ters will be checked, and those 
students who pre-registered and 
are dismissed will be notified that 
they will be withdrawn from 
Intersession and the rest of the 
Summer Term. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
AWBA Scholarships 
Applications are now available in 
the Financial Aid Office, Second 
Floor, East Wing of Student 
Services building for the following 
AWBA Scholarships: 
Lone Elm Chapter - $500 
Deadline April 15, 1989 
Mattoon Charter Chapter 
Deadline March 24, 1989 
Charleston Charter Chapter -
Deadline April 9, 1989 
John Flynn 
Director Financial Aid 
Paul Douglas Teacher 
Scholarship 
Paul Douglas Teacher Scholarship 
applications for the 1989-90 aca-
demic year are now available. 
Undergraduate college students 
who graduated in the top 10% of 
their high school class may apply 
for scholarships of up to $5000 for 
each academic year. Applicants 
must be preparing to become a 
pre-school, elementary, or sec-
ondary school teacher. 
Applications may be picked up at 
the Financial Aid Office, Upper 
East Wing, Student Services 
Building. 
Molly Barenfanger 
Financial Aid Advisor 
Summer Pell Grant 
If you were not a full-time student 
Fall and/or Spring of 1988-89, you 
may have some eligibility remain-
ing for summer term 1989. If you 
plan on attending Summer Term 
1989 (for a minimum of six hours), 
make sure you complete an EIU 
Summer 89 Aid Application. 
Betty Armstrong 
Financial Aid Advisor 
Parent's Club Scholarship 
The Office of Financial Aid has 
received an announcement of the 
Parent's Club Scholarship. The 
minimum award is $750. 
Requirements are citizen of U.S.; 
full-time Eastern Illinois University 
student in good standing (2.0 or 
above); must demonstrate finan-
cial need after all other financial 
aid has been applied. 
The winner will be selected by the 
Executive committee of the 
Parent's Club. Applications are 
available in the Financial Aid 
Office, Upper East Wing, Student 
Services Building. Deadline for 
applying is March 31, 1989. 
Awards will be announced on or 
before May 1, 1989. 
John Flynn 
Director of Financial Aid 
PRE-ENROLLMENT REQUESTS 
Currently enrolled on-campus stu-
dents may pre-enroll for 
Intersession, Summer, and Fall 
beginning Monday, March 6, and 
ending Friday, April 7 for 
Intersession and Summer; ending 
Friday, July 7 for Fall. Obtain 
materials by presenting a valid l.D. 
card in the Registration Operations 
Room (south basement McAfee) 
AT OR AFTER YOUR SCHED-
ULED TIME by last digit of social 
security number: 
0-4 8:30 a.m., Monday, March 6 
5-9 8:30 a.m., Tuesday, March 8 
DOOR CLOSES at 4:00 p.m. 
Materials will be available during 
regular office hours in the 
Operations Room beginning 
Wednesday, March 8, and ending 
for Summer on Friday, April 7, 3:30 
p.m.; ending for Fall on Friday, 
July 7, 3:30 p.m. 
PUT COMPLETED SUMMER 
PRE-ENROLLMENT FORMS IN 
THE SLOTTED BOX OUTSIDE 
THE REGISTRATION OPERA-
TIONS ROOM BY 4:00 P.M., FRI-
DAY, APRIL 7, 1989. An under-
graduate's pre-enrollment form 
WILL NOT BE PROCESSED 
unless it bears the department 
stamp (from student's major 
department). 
A STUDENT ASSIGNED TO THE 
ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE CEN-
TER, TOP FLOOR STUDENT 
SERVICES BUILDING, SHOULD 
DISREGARD THE SCHEDULE 
ABOVE AND MAKE AN 
APPOINTMENT WITH AN ADVIS-
ER AT THE CENTER. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director, Registration 
Scholarships for study In 
Germany 
Applications are still being accept-
ed tor the exchange program with 
the Johann Wolfgang Goethe 
University, Frankfurt. Two scholar-
ships are available for EIU under-
graduates Uunior or senior stand-
ing) and one for a graduate stu-
dent. There is also the possibility 
of a graduate stipend at the 
University of Cologne. The awards 
carry stipends at various levels 
and include free tuition. Applicants 
must have good academic creden-
tials and be fluent in German (fifth 
semester level). 
For further information, please 
contact Brigitte Chen, International 
Student Services, 211 Old Main; 
Telephone 581-2321. 
Brigitte Chen 
lnt'I Student Advisor 
Student Teaching Fall 1989 -
Secondary Majors 
ALL SECONDARY EDUCATION 
MAJORS PLANNING TO STU-
DENT TEACHING (DOWNSTATE) 
DURING FALL 1989 SEMESTER 
MUST ATTEND THE DEPART-
MENTAL MEETING ON TUES-
DAY, MARCH 14, 1989 AT 3:00 
P.M. TO RECEIVE THEIR STU-
DENT TEACHING ASSIGN-
MENTS. IF YOU HAVE NOT YET 
APPLIED, YOU MUST SEE YOUR 
AREA COORDINATOR IMMEDI-
ATELY. (STUDENTS WISHING TO 
APPLY FOR SUMMER 1989, 
SPRING 1990, OR CHICAGO 
AREA SHOULD NOT ATTEND 
THESE MEETING.) ROOMS FOR 
THE MEETING ON MARCH 14TH 
ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
ART (MS. MESSENGER) 
FINE ARTS CENTER - ART. 
ROOM215 
BUSINESS EDUCATION (DR. 
DINNER) UNIVERSITY UNION 
-PARIS ROOM 
CHEMISTRY - PHYSICS (MR. 
SHEPHARD) PHYSICAL SCI-
ENCE BUILDING, ROOM 409 
ENGLISH (DR. PRESTON) 
COLEMAN hALL, ROOM 315A 
HEALTH EDUCATION (DR. 
HOOSER) LANTZ BUILDING, 
ROOM 179 
HISTORY/SOCIAL SCIENCE (DR. 
BECK) COLEMAN HALL, RM 216D 
HOME ECONOMICS (MS. CAM-
PANIS) KLEHM HALL, RM. 201 F 
LIFE SCIENCES (MR. MURPHY) 
LIFE SCIENCE BUILDING, RM 226 
MATH (DR. SCHMALZ) 
OLD MAIN, ROOM 348 
MUSIC-INSTRUMENTAL/VOCAL 
(MS. KRAHBIEL) FINE ARTS-
MUSIC, ROOM 226 
PE - MEN (MR. MCFARLAND) 
LANTZ CLUB ROOM 
PE - WOMEN (DR. FLAUGHER) 
LANTZ BUILDING, ROOM 304 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION (MS. 
INGRAM) COLEMAN HALL, 
ROOM 115A 
TECHNOLOGY (DR. GRIFFIN) 
KLEHM HALL, ROOM 101 B 
Dr. Francis E. Summers 
Director, Student Teaching 
campus Interviews 
March 6 - Roosevelt University -
Lawyer's Assistants Program; 
Stuart James Investment Bankers 
March 7-EDS 
March 8 - Walgreens 
March 9 - Taco Bell; Hyster; 
Chicago & Northwestern 
Transportation Co. 
March 13 - Peterson, Harned, Von 
Maur 
March 15 - U.S. - Comptroller of 
the Currency; Peace Corps; blue 
Cross/Blue Shield; Union Pacific 
Technology 
SUMMER JOBS 
March 8 - Towering Pin 
Woodland Camp; Clarke O 
Spraying; Camp Jened. 
INTERNSHIPS 
March 8 - Walgreens (Mg 
Trainee) 
March 9 - Walgreens (Acctg.) 
CAREER SEMINARS 
ALL STUDENTS WELCOM 
FROSH-SOPH-JR-SR 
March 6 - EDS - 7 p.m. -
Room - University Union 
March 8 - Walgreens - 8:00 p. 
Oakland room - University U · 
JOB FAIRS 
March 4 - II Collegiate Job F 
College of DuPage 
March 1 O - Gateway to Car 
St. Louis 
March 14 - Sr. Day - Gr 
Ballroom EIU University Union 
Shirley Stewart, Director 
Career Planning & Placem 
Center 
MCNAUGHTON SCHOLA 
APPLICATIONS 
Eastern is now accepting nom· 
t1ons for the F.F. McNaugh 
Memorial Scholarship. The 
arship was established by 
Effingham Daily News 
Effingham, Illinois. 
To be considered for 
McNaughton Scholarship, 
dates: 
1. Must be entering freshm 
sophomore, junior or senior y 
2. Must demonstrate a fina 
need for the scholarship. 
3. Must have the declared inte 
pursue a degree in English or · 
nalism, or teaching certificati 
either of these fields. 
4. Must be a native of Effing 
County, Marion County, Fay 
County, Shelby County, Ja 
county, Cumberland County 
Clay County, or be the so 
daughter of a resident of 
those counties. 
5. Must write an essay to 
pany appHcation, on this su 
"How I Became a Reader and 
I Plan to Do During My Car 
Encourage Others to Reacl. • 
Students who meet the above 
teria and are interested in 
Scholarship may pick up an 
cation form at the EIU Fou 
office at Brainard House, 1 
Fourth Street, Charleston. 
Deadline for complete app · 
isApril21, 1989. 
Charles lltus 
Assistant to the Executive 
EIU Foundation 
Jerry's Pizza & Pub BEA 
. - - . & 
345-2844 - - 345-2844 
WHY 
PLAY 
GAMES? 
Call Jerry's for a Great Hot Pizza 
Delivered to Your House or Room In 30 
Minutes or Less! 
TRY OUR TWO FOR 1 
2 Large Single Ingredient 
Pizzas 
$12.95 
Large Single 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$6.95 
Delivered 345-2844 
Small Single 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$5.25 
Delivered 345-2844 
. 
CON FERENC 
ASSISTANT 
starting February 27 
due March 8. 
Located at every 
Residence Halli desk 
and the Camps and 
Conference office in 
Thomas Hall. INFORMATIONAL 
MEETINGS 
THOMAS, TAYLOR LAWSON andrews 
meet in the Thomas Hall Study Room 
February 28 at 6:00 p .m. 
LSD, TRIAD, PEMBERTON will meet i 
Stevenson's lobby on February 28 at 9: 
p.m. 
Happy 21st Birthday! 
Large Two 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$8.25 
Small Two 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$6.20 CARMAN, EAST HALL NINTH STRE HALl will meet in the Carman Hall Co Room on March 1 at 6:00 p.m. 
Delivered 345-2844 Delivered·345-2S44 · , · · 
y Panthers 
's Laura Mull with :03 left 
Lady Panthers an 80-79 
victory. 
n you 're talking about a 
nee race, this is what it's 
iUt," Indiana State coach 
Myers said of the do-or-die 
up. 
e Sycamores are led by 
forward Amy Vanderkolk, 
averages 19. 9 points per 
and nine rebounds a contest. 
derkolk scored 26 points 
st Eastern and sophomore 
Julie Lean added 21 . 
oenix at Eastern 
"From page 12A 
ls said. "But some of their 
players from last year have 
on bigger roles." 
ike Carizny came off the 
to hit three straight three-
late in the first half last 
to give the Phoenix a 14-
edge that they never relin-
ey shot the ball very well 
inst us," Samuels said. 
'zny was really a deciding 
tip there." 
ut the real key for the 
nix is to stay patient and 
the tempo in their favor -
'It's necessary for us to do 
" Bennett said. " We don't 
und well, and we don't con-
people well inside. 
amuels says keeping the 
Phoenix out of their style of play 
is close to impossible. 
"You can't get them out of 
their game," he said. "They're a 
team that plays a very deliberate 
style. They dictate the style of 
play. Loyola-Marymount couldn't 
get them out of their style of 
play." 
The Lions, ·the highest-scoring 
team in the nation, were held to 
85 points by the Phoenix, but 
escaped with a two-point win. 
"We have to maintain our 
intensity, Samuels said. "It (the 
slow tempo) is not going to be 
detrimental if we play hard." 
One group that shouldn't have 
trouble being inspired is Eastern's 
six seniors, who will play in their 
final game at Lantz Gym. 
"They'll all be anxious to have 
a good effort," Samuels said. 
MYPIACE 
LOUNGE 
Presents 
"PRIVATE MISSION" 
$2.50 Pitchers & 75¢ well drinks 
aturday- ••uoT SET .. UP" 
$2.50 Pitchers & $1.00 well 
drinks 
636 W. LINCOLN 
345-1345 
FREE DELIVERY 
URS: 5 p.m. - 1 a;m. Mon-Thurs. 
11 a.m. - 2 a.m. Fri. - Sat. 
5 p.m. - 12 a.m. Sun. 
1 ITEM THIN CRUST PIZZA's 
10" SMALL ....... $4.00 +TAX 
12" MEDIUM ..... $5.00 +TAX 
14" LARGE ...... $6.00 +TAX 
16" X-LARGE .... $7.00 +TAX 
ALSO 
1 FREE PEPSI WITH A SMALL OR 
MEDIUM PIZZA AND 2 PEPSI'S 
WITH A LARGE OR X-LARGE! 
OTHER INGREDIENTS WILL 
HAVE ADDITIONAL CHARGES 
OFFER EXPIRES 7-15-89 
Friday, March 3~ 1989 
. Wrestlers 
• From page 12A 
time around. 
"I will probably be seeded 
third behind those same two guys 
again this year," Serbick said. 
Although his scenario is identi-
cal to last year, Serbick said he 
feels this season he will make the 
nationals by placing either first or 
second. 
Marlow lost in a bitter way last 
year at the regional by losing with 
: 10 remaining in the semifinals -
placing him fourth. But that was 
his freshman year and, like most 
of the Eastern wrestlers, he said 
he feels he is at his best now. 
"I feel I am peaking right 
now," Marlow said. "I'd really 
like to win the regional, but I'll 
mainly concentrate on being one 
of the final two." 
Another wrestler for Eastern 
that has high expectations for 
himself this weekend is 126-
pound Craig Campbell (12-3). 
Campbell, who was ranked 17th 
in the nation before his knee 
injury this season, said he was 
disappointed in his third-place 
finish at the regional last year. 
"I've been getting a lot of mat 
time since the injury, and I feel 
confident in the way that I am 
performing now," Campbell said. 
Eastern 's 150-pound Terry 
Murphy (17-3-1) said he felt this 
week of practices prior to the 
regional was no letdown. 
"We had hard practices all 
week," Murphy said. "Everybody 
is charged for the meet." 
..;! '. ~., 
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----SPRiNGsTOci<uP--""-" 
•drafting supplies 
•typewriter ribbons 
•computer diskettes 
•other school and office needs 
•FREE PEN with every purchase 
inquire about our facsimile service 
820 Lincoln Ave 
1 /2 block east of 
Old Main 
348-5614 
lllllllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll; 
~fJ¥_ E~!~~~!_N_fr!_E_N_T_A]'_ T_E_D_'§ _ ~1 
1FRIDAY'S BAND ~f. 1 
: "IVORY GRAND"· . : 
g Exciting and Danceable Rock g 
u with music by-Bon Jovi, Poison u p p 
0 Def Leppard and more! 0 
N RUM & COKE $125 N 
I I L ___ G_e:~~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~--J 
~ATURDAYTSBAND-----lli~ks~ci~ 
:"CLOCKWORK R~M - : 
: ORANGE" COKE : I __ $125 I 
c Rock-N-Roll Show from Champaign c-
~ Featuring ~ 
P Peter Bailey, Mike Husler, Andy Baylor p 
o and Ed "Buzz" Eselby o 
N N 
i Get in 8-1 O w/coupon for FREE , . 1 L·~ ._,.. - - - - - - - - ..;. lllllliiJ _. ,~ -·~-• ._· -t.. ..: ...... ... ,2J 
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THE BANGLES 
with the House of Freaks 
Friday, April 7-Lantz Gym 
8:00 p.m. 
EIU Student Ticket Sales: March 6th 
Ticket Sales at the Union Box Office 
W~st Doors of the West Wing open at 8:00 a.m. 
Student price: $12 with ID 
One ticket per EIU tD 
Public Sale Starts March 7 
At the Union Box Office 
Gen. Public: $15 
or 
Charge by Phone at 
581-5122 
.. .. 1 I 
There's no place l,ike ~~!"---
Gateway spot 
ils Lady 
Panthers 
By DAVID LINDQUIST 
Associate sports editor 
All things being equal, 
Eastern 's women's basketball 
tean'l. hosts Indiana State at 7:35 
p.in. Friday at Lantz Gym for a 
ticket to the Gateway Conference 
post-season tournament. 
"Since I've been here, I've 
been in every Gateway tourna-
ment since it originated," Lady 
Panthers senior Lisa Tyler said 
after Eastern upset Illinois State 
75-67 Wednesday night. "The 
seniors are fired up more than 
ever because if we lose we 're 
done." 
Tyler's comments tell all when 
previewing Friday's matchup 
between the Sycamores and Lady 
Panthers, who each own 10-7 
Gateway marks and a share of 
fourth place in the league stand-
ings. 
Indiana State was crushed 73-
52 at Southern Wednesday, per-
haps giving Eastern the edge in 
momentum. 
"I thi~ we're a little bit 
stronger teafi\ than we were three 
weeks ago, '~Eastern coach 
Barbara Hilke said, 
Hilke said she is hoping she 
c-an count on a fan-support edge 
Friday as well. 
"Frankly, my biggest concern 
is challenging Eastern fans to 
come out," Hilke said. "It's a 
good plus to be playing this game 
at Lantz. We could be on the road 
now." 
Hilke also promised a Terre 
Haute, !nd., contingency to show 
up on the Sycamores' behalf with 
"bells on." . 
In the past, Indiana State 
has sent a pep band to Lantz and 
busloads of supporters. 
"They're loud, raucous and 
going for it," Hilke said. 
Indiana State was the only 
team to defeat the Lady Panthers 
at Lantz Gym during the regular 
season last year, but Eastern has 
repayed the favor by beating the 
Sycamores in Terre Haute in their 
last two meetings. 
In this year's Gateway opener 
on Jan. 2, a rebound basket by 
'6 Continued on page JJA 
...... LA-".....,._) JACKIE WEBER I Staff photographer 
.Jqy Teylar shown taking a shoragainst Valparaiso Feb. 25, plays his 
final game at Lantz Gym Saturday. 
• 
Eastern, Phoenix jockey 
for No. 3 seed Saturday 
By JAMES BETZOLD 
Sports editor 
The conference tournament 
awaits Monday, but the Panthers 
have a very important step to 
climb Saturday when they host 
Wisconsin-Green Bay at 7:30 
p.m. in Lantz Gym. 
The winner will be the No. 3 
seed in the Association of Mid-
Continent Universities tourna-
ment at Southwest Missouri State 
in Springfield, Mo.; the loser falls 
to No. 4, possibly a tougher route 
to the championship game. 
"You've got to look at one 
game at a time," Eastern coach 
Rick Samuels said. "In our case 
it's going to take three outstand-
ing efforts (in the tournament) 
whomever we play. Right now 
Green Bay is the most important 
because it's the next game we 
play." 
Regardless of who wins the 
matchup of the two 6-5 teams, 
Eastern will play either Illinois-
Chicago, Valparaiso or Western 
lliinois depending on the outcome 
of their games. But the No. 4 
team, with a victory Monday, 
would meet a rested league cham-
pion SMSU team, which gets a 
first-round bye, on its home floor 
Tuesday. 
"In terms of the first round, it 
doesn't matter because there's so 
many even teams (at the bot-
tom)," UWGB coach Dick 
Bennett said. "What you're talk-
ing about is staying out of 
Southw.,est Missouri's bracket." 
"Sometimes playing at home 
is a factor. But a first-round bye 
isn't all it's cracked up to be. I 
seen it backfire." 
But Saturday's game is s 
foremost in both coaches mind 
"I think it's important for u 
go into the conference tou 
ment on a winning note," s 
Samuels, whose Panthers lost 
83 at Green Bay, Wis, on Marc 
with Tony Bennett, the coac 
son, scoring 23. 
Bennett, a freshman, is fo 
in the AMCU in scoring at 1 
points per game. 
'I think he (Tony Bennett) 
able to make a bigger impact 
anybody thought (this year)," 
"'Continued on page JJA 
WrestlJrs' cruise into regiona 
By JERRY SOLBERG 
Staff writer 
With an overall season mark of 
12-2, anything less than qualify-
ing for the NCAA tournament 
would be a disappointment for 
most of Eastern's wrestlers. 
The Panthers wrestling team 
left Wednesday for Des Moines, 
Iowa, where competition begins 
Friday and Saturday at the 
Western Regional. 
In addition to their outstanding 
season record, the experience that 
many of the Panthers have gained 
at previous regionals may give an 
extra edge to this year's squad. 
"They know what to expect," 
said Eastern coach Ralph 
McCausland. "Most of them have 
been there before." 
Most of Eastern 's wrestlers say 
they have a confident feeling of 
being able to advance to the 
NCAA, with some even saying 
they feel they should win the 
regional outright. 
Bob Johnson (167 pounds) 
leads an impressive sophomore 
class, holding the best record on 
the team this season at 25-8-2. 
Johnson said he has a simple 
goal for the regional. 
"I want to win it and make the 
nationals," Johnson said. 
The team's other two sop 
mores held the next best rec 
for Eastern, with 134-pound 
Serbick scoring a 23-13-1 r 
and 142-pound Dave Marl 
recording a 21-11-1 mark. 
Serbick took third at 
regional last season and the 
wrestlers who finished better 
him will be present again this 
•Continued on page JJA 
• • n1vers1 Board 
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HEA111ER FOWLER I Staff photographer 
__ ,Janelle Limper and Karol Klingel of the UB interview applicants for UB position of Homecoming co-chair. The interviewee is Michelle Stahl. 
··Bringing 
Entertaininent 
to 
Eastern 
Story on page 4 
I 
~tlllk,.:': ~1SES!'P&a.~: 
"mundane'' tafesory. · · · 
There is wry much that goes into planriliig such events. Th.ey must 
weigh the demand for quality acts against limited funds, and they have a 
whole university to answer to if they mess up. 
Staff writers 
Patti~ Hagarty, Roger Johnson, Matt Mansfield, Debbie Car 
Bret Loman, Sandy Skadauski, Debbie BullwinJ<,el, Joseph Tuck . Last Wednesday the University Board members changed. We thought 
this would be a perfect opportunity to do a story. Melody Cridunan, Kelly Melvin, Jill Dawson, Lynne Rafool, Marl 
Petak, Amy Boone, Rochelle Elliott, Bob Swiney and Brian Rei 
FABULOUS HAWAII 
ONLY $599 PER PERSON 
AIR AND HOTEL 
7 NIGHTS CALL CHER~ 
CHARLESTON TRAVEL BUREAU 
345-7731 
SPECIALlY SUBS 
.#l Ham, Salami, Bologna, American & Swiss 
cheese, lettuce, tomato, & mayo .................. $2.99 
#2 Ham, Turkey, American& Swiss cheese, 
I lettuce, tomato & mayo . . ...................... $2.89 #3 Turkey, American & Cheddar cheese, 
I lettuce, tomato, mayo & sprouts.. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . $2. 79 
#4 Ham, American & Cheddar cheese, I lettuce, tomato, & mayo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•.... $2. 79 #5 American, Swiss. &Cheddar cheese, 
lettuce, tomato , mayo, sprouts, onions, 
& green pepper. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.59 
SANDWICHES 
,Tuna Salad on a crois~nt .. . . . . . . . .. .......... ... $2.75 
Chicken Salad on a croissant .. . . . . ........ . ...... . . $2.75 
Deli Sandwiches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.49 
I choice of ham, turkey, bologna, or salami 
choice of Amencan, Swiss, Provolone, or Cheddar cheese 
Extra meat and cheese: 35¢ each 
Our Deli Sandwiches- are served with a pickle & chips 
SAIAD PIATIERS 
1Weight Watchers Delite 
Tuna or Chickex:i-Salad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I served with a large tossed salad Tuna or Chicken Salad . . .. . : ..... ._. . . . . . ....... . 
Garbage Salad ..... . . . .. ... . .................. . 
j with all the works including sliced ham or turkey 
$2.99 
$2.50 
$2.50 
--.. -.. - "°:'~:~ Graphics 
Robb Montgomery 
IB@AIRIID CQ)JF ~@WIEIRN@IR~ MIIN(Q)!RIIT1r 
IINTIEIRN~IBIIIIP 
A.limited number of paid internships are available to minority students 
at Eastern during the 1989/1990 Fall, Spring and Summer Semesters. 
These Board of Governor's internships pay $1,000 per month for four 
months. 
Students from all disciplines who are interested in pursuing public 
service careers or policymaking positions in the private sector are 
.. invited to apply. 
Applicants must be either a junior, senior or graduate student with a 
cumulativ~ GPA of at least 2. 75. 
Application forms are available in either Coleman 327 or 329. 
Mon-Thurs: 11am-11pm 
Fri. & Sat:11am-12am 
Sun: 12pm-11pm 
Delivery after 12 
1416 6th St. 
345-1433 
AU applications must be received by 4:30 p.m., Friday, March 17, 1989. 
• 
SATURDAY @ 1989 The TV L1stm Grou Im, Ft Worlh TX March 4 
WTWO WCIA WAND ESPN USA WGN AMC WILL FAM DISC WEIU TBS 
mm llDm .:lllffl B El (Ii) (!) m Rill ~?) m fT:I m '5ll m 
12 PM Kid Songs CBS Sports Vintage Auto Racing MOV: Bloodbath MOV: Bruce Li, MOV: Road to J Wilson (11 :30) Western Mclaughlin (11 :05) Mom, :30 In-Fisherman Special WCT Invitational at the House the Glory 1936 So Cook1nn Cimarron Strip Australia Arts and Jugs & Speed 
1 PM Finals. from " NASCAR Racing of Death i 985 Invincible (NR) Flower Shop Wagon Tram Amer. Coast Sciences (:05) Fort :30 NCAA Basketball Dallas. TX Ill " .. (NRl Qu1ltmo .. Amer. Coast MOV: Ghosts on Apache 1948 
2 PM " Professional Auto Racing Insider Ma1or League MOV: A Ticket Joy of Paint ' Dien Bien Phu the Loose (NR) :30 " Bowlers Tour " Cover Storv Baseball Cul:ls vs to Tomahawk Watercolors Rifleman 1943 (NR) 
3 PM NCAA Basketball " College Bust Loose A's (L) Computer Gunsmoke Portraits TV Bowl 
·30 Honda Classic " ABC Wide World Basketball Trouble MOV: Johnnv Homet1me ICC) " Rendezvous W. Alexander 11:351 O. W1lso 
4 PM " " of Sports Throb " Angel 1945 Bonanza In the Wild A. Jackson (:05i Fish. Ma :30 " " " Sister Sam (NR) . .. Wild Reluae EIU Connect 11:351 Beaver 
5 f:M News Ill. Journal In Fisherman ACC History Diamonds Chas. Charge MOV: King's Previews Bordertown Ultimate Possible (:05) U.S. 
·'m NBC ~ews CBS News " SoortsCenter " From Scratch Pirate 1967 Lawrence Welk Crossbow Challenge Rebecca Olympic Gold 
6 PM Hee Haw News She Sheriff College Miami Vice She Sheriff (NR) Rin Tin Tin Sport'g Life Europe (:05) World I :30 " 9 to 5 Mama's Fam. Basketball ICCl Benson .. Lawrence Welk Camnbells i <:nort'a Lile .. Champ1onsh1p 
7 PM 227 (CC) Dolphin Cove Mission . · MOV: Raiders Benson MOV: MOV: Angel and Challenge One by One Wrestling :30 Amen ICCl . Impossible (CC) " ot Ille Living Collene Apartment tor the Badman . 
8 PM Gold Girls. TV 101 (CC) A Man Called College Dead 1986 Basketball Peggy 1948 Wonderworks 1947 (NR) Wld Showcase Seventh Avenue (:05) Will -~ Emotv Nest . Hawk Basketball " INRI 1984 (CC) Hands " Penny 1968 
9 PM UNSUB (CC) West 57th (CC) Murphy's Law " Hitchhiker MOV: Road to Bordertown ll!atural Wrld Bergerac (NR) :30 . (CC) " Hitchcock News Glorv 1936 Crossbow Natural Wrld " 
10 PM News News News Sports Center MOV: Basic Easter Seals (NR) Dr. Who Rin Tin Tin Animal World Sneak Prv1ew (:20) Tracks :30 I <:.t .. rdav Ninht Mannum P.I. Twilite Zone Collene Training 1985 Telethon Camnbells Naturalist MOV: Caotain 
11 PM Live Wrestling Basketball (R) MOV: Ticket to Dr. Who (NR) Zola Levitt Satan Kidd 1945 (NR) (:20) Tracks :30 . USA Todav Weeke . . . Tomahawk 1 Outdoors " 
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Dvorak_ to liold expo 
BY JILL DAWSON AND 
DEBBIE BUU.WINKEL 
It's that time once again for 
women of all ages to take part 
In the fourth annual Women's ~o. This is also t~ fourth" 
..-,eaf for Women's Expo coordi-
nator Sandy Rives. 
Those attending Women's 
Expo can register from 6:45 to 
8:20 a.m. Saturday in Dvorak 
Concert Hall. A new addition to 
this year's Women's Expo is a 
Teen Expo for young women 
ages 13-17. 
There is a $10 registration for 
both Women's Expo and Teen 
&po, which includes all activi-
ties and brunch or lunch. 
"Pre-registration is preferred, 
but walk-ins are welcome," 
Rives said. 
University Relations. "(0 decid-
ed to do luncheons of my own 
with women and it started to 
build," Rives said. "lt(Women's 
Expo) is an attempt to go into 
the area to identify their needs 
and see if Eastern could help in 
any way." . 
Rives believed that women 
needed to be aware of two 
important aspects. First, 
women needed a greater 
source of information. 
Secondly, they needed some-
thing that de.lit with the health 
field. 
Women's Expo meets these 
needs by providing three specif-
ic segments: workshops, series 
of information exhibits that 
reflect womens' interests in var-
ious aspects and finally, a style 
show. 
KEN TREYARTtWI / Wlge pllCllD .-, 
, a blue-grass band of Eastern faculty members jam at a practice session in the 
Both expo's welcome all 
women. "We've had women as 
old as 90 (participate in 
Women's Expo)," Rives said. 
According to Rives, the pur-
pose of Women's Expo is to 
conduct ''comprehensive pro-
grams based on womens' iden-
tified needs and concerns.'' Gaye Harrison's home. 
egrass faculty jams Many people might wonder how Women's Expo came 
about. It was Rives' idea in con-
junction with th~ help of 
Women's Expo has a total of 
19 workshops that offers an 
array of topics for participation 
and discussion. 
player Wendy Meyer. 
''The band plays at the 
(Uptowner and) Cellar every 
first and third weekend," said 
Harrison. "We also played in 
the Arts on the Square in the 
fall." 
Motherlode got together in 
September because a group on 
campus needed music for their 
first meeting. "We called peo-
ple to play, and the first time 
we played together it just 
clicked," Harrison remarked. 
The members had lots of 
choices when they were decid-
ing on a name for the group. 
''We decided on Motherlode 
because it seemed to fit. We all 
have kids, and it really clicked. 
It really goes well. In the West, 
the name Motherlode means a 
big gold vein," said Harrison. 
The Motherlode usually plays 
two 45-minute sets of varied 
music from old-time fiddle to 
pop. Motherlode sometimes 
plays for private parties. 
Liz retires as Chairwoman 
NEW YORK (AP) - Liz 
Claiborne announced Sunday 
that she will retire in June as 
chairwoman, chief executive 
and president of the major 
clothing design house she 
founded. 
Liz Claiborne Inc. also 
announced that Claiborne's 
husband, Arthur Ortenberg, 
who co-founded the company, 
will retire from his position as 
vice chairman of the board of 
directors. 
Both will remain as board 
members, the company said. 
"Although in retiring from our 
active management roles we 
are leaving many, many close 
friends behind."' 
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA 
is Proud to Announce ,their 
NEW OFFICERS 
Weekend 
Breakfast 
Sp~cials 
President 
Vice President 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Rush 
Education 
Stacey Green 
Amy Kelly 
Michelle Blair 
Jennifer Hodum 
Michelle Horstsman 
Dawn Anne Brey 
7-11:30 Sat 7-2 Sunday 
7th & Madison 345-7427 
Vintage 
Invitational 
Lakers vs NCAA Basketball • 
Rockets L 
CBS News Ebert 
Fish in Its a Livin 
60 Minutes (CC) Great Circuses 
cc 
Murder, She Debbie Allen 
Wrote CC Spc. CC 
MOY: D1y One MOY: 
1989 Penthouse 1989 
(CC) 
News 
Ma num P.I. 
(11 :00) NASCAR 
Racin Winston 
Cup- Goodwrench 
500 L 
Basketball 
Coll e 
Basketball 
S ortsCenter 
Women's 
Volleyball 
(11:00) City of 
Los An les continues 
Marathon 
Professional 
Tennis 
Telethon 
continues 
Hitchcock 
Hitchcock 
Murder. She 
Wrote 
Miami Vice 3 Threat 
A h M vie 
College Billy Graham 
Basketball 
Star Search 
Philip Marlowe 
Cover Story Monsters 
Insider Ma num P.I. 
Food saver 
Health" Diet Fatal Passions 
CONGRATULATl.ONS! 
LOVE, YOUR TRI-SIGMA SISTERS 
1949 (NR) Ultimate 
Challen e 
MOY: F11her Sport'g Life (:05) Duchess 
Was I Rill man Lile and the 
Fullback Woodwright Gunsmoke Above and Beyond Jamboree Olrtwater 
MOY: Wilson House CC W. Alexan er Fox 1976 PG 
1944 (NR) Victory Gdn. Bonanza Animals American Art (:20) Stooges 
Gourmet Wildlife TV Bowl :35 Beaver 
Bordertown Western Possible (:05) Wrestling 
Best of Wild Rin Tin Tin Australia Rebecca 
America Our House Animal World MOY: Dick MOY:· Vera 
MOY: Games Animal World Powell Thtr. Cruz 1954 NR 
1967 (NR) Nature (CC) Animals Largest Valley Detectives 
Sna shots 
Masterpiece In Touch An American Man About National 
MOY: Bannin Theatre (CC) Ism: Joe Robins Nest Geo raphic 
1967 (NR) Changed Lile McCarthy G. & Mildred Explorer 
Master 1ece J. Ankerber H udini Kee Famil 
(CC) Discover J. Thompson Two Ronnies Audubon 
MOY: All Creatures Ed Youn True Adv. Two Ronnies 
Whirlpool Larry Jones An American Blake's 7 Jerry Falwell 
1949 (NR) Previews John Osteen Album 
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UB brings the best of tim ~,lS}_ Easter 
Editor's note: On 
Wednesday the University 
Board members changed. 
The new members are chair 
Melissa Boehm, vice-chair 
Star Taylor, Mainstage 
Coordinator Laura 
Mossimann and Lectures 
Coordinator Robert Callis. 
Other coordinator positions 
will be opening soon. 
BY DEBBIE BULLWINKLE 
Staff writer 
Eastern Illinois University 
offers more to students besides 
too much homework. It offers 
outside activities, such as the 
University Board, which plans 
and brings entertainment to 
campus. 
between 50 to 75 peo 
UB," Limper said. "lt's 
good, but it could be better. 
The. most popular com 
on UB is the Co 
Committee and the I 
favorite is the M 
Committee. 
The "Concert Commi 
popular because people 
to work with guests 
appear at Eastern as we 
with the crew," Limper sa· 
"The Movie Committee 
· very popular because the 
dents don't want to take 
time on Friday nights (wh' 
when they show movie 
Limper said. 
"However, a good num_ 
students do come to 
movies, so we wouldn't get 
of this committee. We 
serve all parts of campus." 
Junior accounting major 
Klingel was Limper's sid 
and the US' s ~ce chair. 
"I get to plan re~~'* 
UB is divided into 14 commit-
tees: concerts, crazy daz-
e/homecoming, graphics, 
human potential, lectures, 
mainstage, movies, performing 
arts, productions, public rela-
tions, special events, subway, 
summer programming and 
video tape. 
The primary role of each UB 
BE&TllEll l'ORD I Staff phorographer 
The UB sponsored 1964, a Beatles impersonation group, who appeared at McA/ee gym earlier 
this semester. -
new coordinators, "'"''_...T ..... 
The Daily Eastern News, 
secretarial-type of· things at 
meetings and attend all 
(UB puts on)," Klingel 
touch base with six comm' 
video, movie, production, 
stage, lectures and sum 
- committee is to give students 
an opportunity to gain experi-
ence and skills in a particular 
area. 
UB is designed to provide the 
campus with the highest quality 
of entertainment and activities 
at the k>west cost to the stu-
dent.S BS"~. 
Jt:inlor EngDsh major Janelle 
Limper was chair of the UB 
and thoroughly enjoyed her 
position. 
"I was the performing arts 
coordinator before becoming 
UB chairman," Limper said. "I 
took over this position last 
March and this position runs 
from March to March. UB is so 
diverse and it's challenging to 
lead and to work with because 
we are all responsible for each 
other." 
UB h~ such a variety of posi-
tions, "so we have someone 
working in all fields of interest," 
Limper added. 
In regards to the way UB is 
organized, Limper said one has 
to start at the bottom and work 
their way up. 
"Someone can't just come off 
the street and become the 
chairman of University Board,'' 
Limper said. "First, someone 
has to join a committee, which 
is open to anyone. Then they 
should go· to the 'committee 
meetings. We're always anxious 
for committee members." 
The next step would be to 
become a coordinator, whiGh is 
a person who runs a particular 
committee within UB. 
"We go through an extensive 
interviewing process. The per-
son (who is being interviewed) 
must write a letter stating the 
reason why they want to be 
coordinator," Limper said. "It's 
good to have experience in the 
position (of interest) plus have 
interest in working with people 
and with the campus. 
"We look for people who 
show leadership," Limper 
added. 
When a position on UB IS 
available, Limper said UB 
makes the position open to the 
entire campus. 
"We (UB) want the campus to 
know, 'hey, this position is 
open," Limper said. · 
As a part of being UB chair, 
Limper has to be "the objective 
person. I make sure the people 
(on other committees) are 
doing what they're supposed to 
be doing," Limper said. "Since 
I have to be the objective per-
son, I have no voting power 
within the University Board. 
The chair has to be familiar 
, .. 
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with every single part of the 
UB, Llmper added. 
Being part of UB also means 
being a volunteer. All positions 
on UB are unpaid. 
"I'm not doing this for 
money. I'm doing it for the 
experlen~," Umper .said. "All 
the 4!¥1>erienca I've gained 
(from working on UB) far out-
weighs monetaiy value.'' 
In terms of money, all com-
mittees on UB receive their rev-
enue from a budget. 
"All the money (for the com-
mittee) comes from student 
fees. The concert committee is 
separate. They get their money 
from sales and service fees,'' 
Limper said. 
UB has a-pretty sizable num-
ber of students who are actively 
involved in its various commit-
tees. 
"As a whole, we have 
WILL FAM 
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Bus R t 
MacN~11 Lehrer Our House 
Wonderworks MOV: 
!CCJ Mysteries of 
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Shroud 1979 
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Conflict 
The 1930"s 
Camera 
programming.'' 
Limper is in charge of 
remaining six committ 
However, Limper and 
share "" duties of t,he 
arid Hom800ming 0 -)mJluu.il 
"I try to motivate the 
coordinators,'' Klingel said 
Klingel enjoys working 
UB and said her most ex 
experiences stem from 
with the Concert Cnmmmtil!lllll 
"I think concerts are the 
challenging. We (UB a 
whole) all pull tight and 
together,'' Klingel said. 
"I also have a lot of fun 
the Subway Committe 
ing with the comedian 
Klingel added. 
Limper's most interes 
WEIU 
EastEnders 
Golden Years 
Fugitive 
WEIU 
Wall Street 
Final 
EIU Connect. 
New 
Sts. San 
Francisco 
Combat 
USA Tonight 
News 
EastEnders 
Sherlock Holm 
Fugitive 
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:35 Sanfd 
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while UB chair was 
the Squeeze concert 
fun, but also disap-
in that the student 
was poor. We didn't 
even," Limper said. 
Ducey, former concert 
ator graduated in 
in charge of bringing 
to Eastern," Ducey 
My two main shows 
ts' Weekend and the 
ncert (Squeeze)." 
'tion to bringing con-
Eastern, the Concert 
ee is also responsible 
cting the entertainers, 
of the show, set-up and 
concerts' great responsi-
to have a performer 
11 appeal to all ages, 
ially for Parents' 
,"Ducey said. 
ze was fun because it 
a younger, appealing 
," Ducey said. 'The past 
rents' Weekends were 
rst because both shows 
led at the last minute. 
cellations are always a 
bummer.'' 
Speech communication major 
Trevor Brown is Concert 
Coordinator. 
"Only three other people 
applied for the concert coordi-
nator p0sition," Brown said. "I 
was a concert committee mem-
ber before I became a coordi-
nator." 
Brown said he is pretty excit-
ed about being the concert 
coordinator, but he also feels a 
little nervous. --
"I'm definitely excited about 
my new position, but I'm also 
anxious," Brown said. "I want 
to start right away since it's a 
new experience for me. 
"I was really excited about 
going in (to the interview)," 
Brown said. "I was .1.1rged to 
apply by some people on UB." 
Brown highly respected 
Ducey for all the hard work and 
dedication she put in on the 
concert committee. 
"Diane (Ducey) was quite a 
concert coordinator," Brown 
said. "It's going to be a lot of 
fun, but I do have some pretty 
big shoes to fill." 
Sophomore psychology major 
Todd Jones is the productions 
committee coordinator. 
"I really don't have a commit-
tee. It's hard to · get them (the 
students) interested because 
they get easily intimidated by 
the hi-teck equipment," Jones 
said . . 
Jones is basically a one-man 
band. "I'm doing everything--
purchasing new equipment, all 
repairs to equipment, campus 
bands-test the sound systems, 
help with lectures and work 
with the lighting for some 
smaller bands," Jones said. 
"We're also like an adviser for 
· other committees," Jones 
added. 
Also a part of productions, 
Jones is also in charge of rent-
ing out the equipment, for a 
specific fee, to other organiza-
tions on campus. 
Limper stressed the impor-
tance of communications 
regarding the students and UB. 
"We want the students' input. 
We need to know what the stu-
dents want," Limper said. 
We're always open for sugges-
tions and we· encourage it." 
KEN TIEYARTHAN I Verge photo editor 
appeared In the Union Grand Ballroom, and hypnotized -students to help improve 
y~~~ . 
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Mike Sherman I Statf photographer 
Another UB sponsored event was the mind reader Ronnie 
Romm, "who amazed students in the Union Grand Ballroom. 
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Dance-a-thOn 
scheduled to 
benefit PAL 
" 
BYDEBBIECALRSON ~~~~'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililiiiiiiiiliiii Staff Writer (l  lil , 
· A dance-athon sponsored by Music 
Al~h~ ~rua !au and DE>Jt~ T011, My Place Lounge, 727 Seventh 
"[f:!).a for Project PAL (partners St. - Private Mission will per-
adult literacy) will take place form at 9 p.m. Friday, and Hot 
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. March 6 Set-Up will perform at 9 p.m. 
at E.L. Krackers. "A dance for Saturday. These are both local 
every decade," is the theme rock 'n' roll bands. 
and will feature music from the 
50's, 60's, 70's and 80's. 
"Every year we (Alpha 
Sigma Tau) do fundraisers for a 
philantrophy project,'' Kim 
Blanford of Alpha Sigma Tau 
said. "In the past we have done 
f undraisers for leukemia and 
now this year for a local group, 
PALs from Lakeland College," 
Blanford said. 
The Uptowner, 623 Monroe -
The Motherlode will perform 
from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday. 
Charleston Motor Inn, Rt. 16 
and Douglas Ave. - The Buick 
Brothers will perform at 9 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday. 
Dvorak Concert Hall - A per-
cussion ensemble will perform 
at 7:30 p.m. Friday. 
A prep honor recital will per-
form at 8 p.m. Saturday. 
A jazz combo concert will per-
form at 7:30 p.m. Monday. 
A faculty recital will be held at 
7:30 p.m. Tuesday. 
Comedy 
E.L. Krackers, 1405 Fourth St. 
- Professional comedians Kay 
Cammon, Percy Crews, and 
Harry Hickstein will perform at 
9 p.m. Thursday. 
The Subway - Comedian Mike 
Toomey will perform at 8 p.m. 
Tuesday. 
The Subway - The U.S. 
Concepts Comedy Competition 
will be held at 7 p.m. 
Wednesday. 
Art 
Tarble Arts Center - The 6th 
Annual Illinois Art Educators 
Show will be shown March 3 
through 25. 
Film 
Tarble Arts Center - The film 
"Women with a past" will be 
shown ~t 9 p.m. Thursday. 
Coleman Hall, Room 1 
The film "The Decli 
Western Civilization II: 
Metal Years" will be sh 
6:30 and 9 p.m. Friday. 
will be an admission 
$1. 
Miscellaneous 
Cross County Mall - The 
be a health and fitness pr 
Friday, a mall fashion 
Saturday, and The Sul 
Singers will perform 
Sunday. 
The Alpha Sigma Tau mem-
bers are selling raffle tickets for 
$2.50 and for $3 at the door. 
One of the larger prizes is a 
night stay in the Mattoon 
Holiday Inn and some spending 
money. Blandford is not sure 
how much money the fundrais-
er will make. but last year 
Alpha Sigma Tau raised 
$4,000 for leukemia research 
and had a "really fun time." 
'DOMINO'S PIZZA 
SPECIAL 
. Project PALs, which is based 
in Mattoon, is a program where 
volunteers try to raise illiterate 
adults reading and writing abili-
ties through different programs. 
PALs classifies an illiterate as 
someone riot being able to 
read, write or compute above a 
sixth grade level. "Some of the 
money from the fundraiser will 
benefit the Charleston Library, 
giving materials to it," Tom 
Jewison, philantrophy chair for 
Delta Tau Delta said. 
Jewison said the fraternity 
does not have any main spon-
sor like last year but still will 
give away door prizes. 
There will be a DJ and the 
band Private Mission will play, 
and there will be drink specials 
along with door prizes. 
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Breaking 
the bonds 
of boredom 
BY ROCHEll.E ELLIOTI 
Staff writer 
Have you ever had to deal 
with an empty ·mind? If so, or 
to prevent having one, here are 
some ideas and suggestions to 
fill that void. 
#l-Go to class-who knows, 
maybe you'll find something 
interesting to further investigate 
into. Even if you don't, it will 
occupy some of your time. 
#2-Go to the library and 
read the society pages of The 
New York Times. · Then you'll 
know· who to mingle when you 
land that prestigous corporate 
job in the city. 
#3-If you're splurging for 
spring break this year, you may 
start thinking of ways to pay off 
the bills for the remainder of 
the semester and especially 
those credit card charges. 
#4-Memorize all the names 
of the songs on your tapes, 
records or compact discs . 
Never again will you suffer from 
the ''Where have I heard this 
song before?" syndrome or the 
"What's this song that I keep 
humming?''. dilemma. 
#5-Read over the "Guiness 
Book of World Records" from 
· the past couple years and find 
all types of fun facts to f asci-
nate the family and friends 
with. 
#6-Get together with your 
advisor and discuss what you 
are going to do with your life. 
This may also come in handy 
when you go to plan your class-
es for next semester. 
#7- Start reading at the 
beginning of a set of encyclope-
dias and who knows, maybe 
you'll retain something if you 
make it to the last volume. 
#8-Go to all the residence 
halls and read the signs that are 
posted to find out what is going 
to happen, what is happening 
and most important of all, what 
happened that you missed! 
#9-Learn how to use the ter-
minal in the library to look up 
resourceful books and save 
yourself some time later from 
looking up things in the card 
catalog. 
#10-DRINK BEER. If you 
can't stand the thought of occu-
pying those brain cells with 
knowledge, you may choose to 
just kill those cells off! 
These are just a few of my 
suggestions for that void, empty 
· feeling that comes into the 
mind of a every normal college 
student at least once in four 
years. 
Keep your 
parents up on 
what's going on 
at EIU through a 
Dally Eastern 
News 
Subscription 
Call 581-2812 
Talented singers show off 
BY SHERI orro ' ..,J-"1 
Staff writer ~
The Sullivan Singers will 
have a chance to show off their 
talents at Mattoon's Cross 
County Mall Sunday before 
they defend their crown at the 
Showstoppers National 
Invitational Competition held 
annually in Chicago. 
Presently, their honors include: 
first place at a show choir com-
petition in Mt. Zion, second 
place in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 
and on Jan. 14 they were 
crowned Grand Champions 
and Best Choreography in 
Onalaska, Wis. 
Director Dave Fehr, choreog-
rapher Dwight Jordan and 53 
students from Sullivan High 
School make up the Sullivan 
Singers. Of the 53 stµdents, 40 
sing and dance, seven are crew 
members, and six do both. 
Anyone pt Sullivan High 
School can become a part of 
the group. "1ditions are held 
each spring afl¥ µsually there is 
an equal reptMentation of all 
grades. 
The Sullivan Singers will be 
featured at 2 p.m. and 4 p:m. 
Sunday at the Cross County 
Mall. A variety of songs will be 
included in their program. 
Highlights Jrom various musi-
cals, novelty numbers like ''The 
Red Baron," 80's rock songs 
like "Holding '6ut for a Hero" 
and a final patriotic tribute to 
the "Star Spangled Banner" 
will be performed. 
This year, tile group is in its 
sixth year of competition. 
So if you've got the urge to 
shop and need an excuse to 
spend an afternoon at the mall, 
don't pass up the chance to see 
the Sullivan Singers perform 
Sunday. 
OPEN AUDITIONS 
for the University Theatre 
production of 
JACQUES BREL 
Is Alive And Well And Living In Paris 
A Musical 
7:00 p.m. 
TUESDAY, MARCH 7 &.. 
WEDNESD~Y, MARCH 8 
In the Theatre 
Doudna Fine Arts Center 
CASTING FOR 6 OR 8 PEOPLE 
TO PREPARE: CHOOSE 2 SELECTIONS (SHOW TUNES PREFERRED) 
-ONE BALLAD 
-ONE UP-BEAT 
-4 - 6 MINUTES IN LENGTH • 
-MUST DEMONSTRATE MOVEMENT IN THE UP-TEMPO NUMBER 
AN ACCOMPANIST Will BE PROVIDED 
CALLBACKS Will BE HELD AT 7:00 P.M. 
THURSDAY, MARCH 9 
In the Theatre 
AUDffiONS ARE OPEN TO fl\NY REGISTERED EASTERN STUDENT. 
FORADDillONAL INFORMATION PHONE 581-3110 
Between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday 
··~·········· 
: IREAT TAKE-OUT 
I JUST $5. 95. 
I 
I 
-I 
Now at Monical's, get a Large (16") 
Thin Crust Cheese & Sausage Pizza 
to go for just $5.95 plus tax. 
I Offer good on Carry-Out 
1 at participating stores. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I . 
Also available with a 
2-Liter Bottle of Pepsi 
for just $1.35 additional. 
Expires March 31, 1989 
Present this coupon when picking up order. 
Charleston 348-7515 
I FREE DELIVERY after 5 p.m. 
••••••••• • 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 1-
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ ~ 
Carl Hose - Trombone 
James Warfield - Sax 
Paul Weiler - Bass 
Marvin Sparks - Drums 
Simon Rowe - Piano 
11From A Keg To A Can'~ 
Sale prices good 
thru Sunday 
750ml 
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RESERVE WHITE A:. 
QRENACHE t;.;.~j..,Galo 
750ml ' ~ 
CONVENIENT 
DRIVE·UP 
WINDOWS 
~:-" ... -.:.":":;:.:.-· 
:·· 
24 long neck NR't 
HEILMANN 
SPECIAL EXPORT 
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